Washington University

One Hundred Twenty-Fourth Commencement
May Seventeenth
Nineteen Hundred Eighty-Five
Eight-Thirty Friday Morning
A Brief History of Washington University

Founded in 1853, the University was located in downtown St. Louis for its first fifty years. Ground for a new site on the edge of the city was purchased in 1894 and in 1900 construction was begun on the first five buildings of a plan based upon the medieval courtyards of Oxford and Cambridge Colleges.

These first ivy covered Gothic buildings with their red granite walls, arches and gargoyles formed the quadrangle. Upon completion, these original buildings were leased to the 1904 World's Fair. The lease money made it possible to begin construction of additional buildings and all were used for the Fair before the University moved in. The athletic stadium, Francis Field, was built to accommodate the 1904 Olympic games, presented in conjunction with the Fair.

Over the years, the original “Academic Gothic” architecture has been succeeded by a variety of eclectic styles, but certain key principles of the original plan were retained. Plazas and courtyards still reflect the original theme.

A Note on the Commencement Ceremony

Washington University and other American universities, public and private, follow the pattern of degree granting developed at the University of Paris, which was founded about 1100.

In the early days of the University of Paris the discipline of the students, and indeed their entire education fell under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Paris who was responsible for local educational matters. In an attempt to perform his office, the Bishop claimed supervision of curriculum and degree-granting. Here he ran into trouble from the teachers who felt they were the proper judges of the qualifications of their students. They demanded the right to grant the degree.

The modern commencement ceremony represents a compromise between the Bishop and the teaching masters. By 1200 the masters were judging the merits of the student and then recommending him to the Bishop who conferred the degree. The ceremony you will witness this morning is the successor to this medieval compromise. The Faculty sits on the platform in its role as teacher and examiner. Its leaders, the Deans, present the qualified candidates to the Chancellor, acting as executive officer of the Board. Today the Chancellor and the Board act, as did the medieval Bishop when, acting together, they grant accreditation upon the student’s completion of the Faculty’s requirements.
A Note on Academic Dress

The academic dress worn by Faculty and candidates indicates the degree held, the subject in which it is held, and the institution granting it. Gowns are of three kinds: the Bachelor’s with full, pointed sleeves, hanging open; the Master’s with flowing sleeves which hang below the opening at the wrist; the Doctor’s with very full sleeves gathered at the wrist. The gowns are black, although occasionally trimmed with colored velvet; the hoods, on the other hand, are of many colors. The color of the lining of the hood indicates the institution granting the degree: e.g., the hood of Washington University is lined with red and green. The color of the tassel on the cap and of the velvet edging of the hood, carried forward around the throat, indicates the division of the university:

- White—Arts, Letters, Humanities
- Orange—Engineering
- Lilac—Dentistry
- Silver-Beige—Business
- Dark Blue—Philosophy
- Blue-Violet—Architecture
- Brown—Fine Arts
- Golden Yellow—Science
- Purple—Law
- Green—Medicine
- Citron—Social Work

Gold tassels and black tassels, when worn, indicate degree rather than faculty or major department. Thus gold indicates the Ph.D. degree and black indicates the Master’s degree.

Academic dress markedly different from the above description indicates a degree from a foreign university.

Banners

In addition to the coloring present in the academic dress, the division is also represented on the University’s Commencement banners. These banners are carried by a student marshal at the head of the procession for their division. You will note that the side sections of the banners are red and green, the University’s colors, and that the center section, which bears the seal of the University, is the color of the academic division.
Order of Exercises

Academic Procession

THE MIGHTY MISSISSIPPI CONCERT BAND
Directed By
Dan Presgrave
Director of Bands at
Washington University

The National Anthem
DENISE M. FINNERAN
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

Remarks

W.L. HADLEY GRIFFIN
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Commencement Address
PHILIP CHARLES HABIB
Diplomat

Conferral of Honorary Degrees
WILLIAM H. DANFORTH
Chancellor of the University
Assisted by members of the Board of Trustees

Musical Interlude

Student Address
JEREMY CHRISTOPHER POSTAER
School of Fine Arts, Class of 1985

Conferral of Academic Degrees
CHANCELLOR DANFORTH

The Chancellor’s message to the 1985 graduates

Alma Mater
DENISE M. FINNERAN

Recession

The audience will please remain seated while the academic procession enters the Quadrangle. At the conclusion of the ceremony, the audience will remain seated until the procession has left the Quadrangle.
Order of Procession and Presentation

Grand Marshal .................................................. Richard Warren Coles
Honorary Grand Marshal ................................. Edward G. Weltin

Faculty Divisions

I Chancellor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Chairman of the Senate Council, Speakers, Honorary Degree Recipients, Members of the University Administration
Associate Grand Marshal ................................ Joe Freeman Evans
II Members of the Board of Trustees
Marshals ......................................................... Harriet K. Switzer
III Fiftieth Reunion Class
Marshals ......................................................... Julie Ann Kohn, Albert J. O'Brien
IV Dean and Members of the Faculty
Marshals ......................................................... Ralph E. Morrow

Student Marshals
Divisional banners are being carried by the student marshals of each division who wear red and green tassels. Red and green denote the colors of Washington University. The seal on the banners is the official seal of the University and the color denotes the degree. (The academic color for each degree is identified below in italics.)

I Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Music
Marshals ............................................................ Melanie Lynn Benton, Nuri Bradford Farber, Michael Edwin Langridge

White

II Master of Arts
Master of Arts in Education
Master of Fine Arts in Writing
Master of Liberal Arts
Master of Arts in Teaching
Master of Music
Master of Science in Speech and Hearing
Advanced Graduate Certificate in Education
Marshals ............................................................ Theresa Kay Northrup, Andreas Rogal, Michael William Voligny

White

III Doctor of Education
Doctor of Philosophy
Marshals ............................................................ Barbara Luck, Miles William Meyer, Christina Nicklaus Sharp

Dark Blue

IV Certificates (University College)

Red and Green
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science in Speech and Hearing
Marshals ............................................................ Michael Gerard Curran, Linda Webber Gambill
Master of Data Processing
Master of Health Science
Marshals ............................................................ Loretta Mason

Golden Yellow
V Certificates (Engineering)
   Red and Green
   Bachelor of Science in Industrial Production and Management
   Bachelor of Technology (Engineering)
   MARSHAL Clint Robert Williams
   Bachelor of Science (Engineering)
   MARS HALS Annette Nicole Sutera, Paul Jeffrey Zucker
   Master of Science
   MARSHAL Jule Deitz Bartels
   Doctor of Science
   MARSHAL Xiaoming Zeng
   Orange
VI Certificates (Architecture)
   Red and Green
   Bachelor of Technology (Architecture)
   MARSHAL Brian Mark Zwick
   Master of Architecture
   Master of Architecture and Urban Design
   MARSHALS Kevin Wallace Boyer, Ganesh Sathyan
   Blue-Violet
VII Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
   MARSHAL Sanford Jay Boxerman
   Master of Business Administration
   Master of Science in Business Administration
   MARSHALS Laura Eastman Gossage, Linda Mary Haar
   Silver-Beige
VIII Bachelor of Fine Arts
   MARSHALS Dianne Kay Congdon, Mark Edward Fox
   Master of Fine Arts
   MARSHAL Wendy Lisa Katz
   Brown
IX Master of Social Work
   MARSHALS Dawn Marie Braisted, Wendy Sue Ellis,
   Martha Wade Steketee
   Citron
X Doctor of Law
   Master of Laws
   MARSHALS Pamela Schmidt Greer, Sherry L Vernon,
   Joseph Douglas Wilson
   Purple
XI Doctor of Dental Medicine
   Master of Science in Restorative Dentistry
   MARSHALS Teresa Lynn Cartwright, Gary Alan Flower,
   Timothy Lee Gutierrez
   Lilac
XII Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
   MARSHAL Deborah Lucile Dinzebach
   Master of Health Administration
   Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
   MARSHAL Judith Stevens Wooten
   Doctor of Medicine
   MARSHAL Robert Louis Mittl, Jr.
   Green

The asterisk beside a student’s name indicates combined degree recipient.
The recession will follow the same order as the procession.
Emeritus Appointments

Each year some members of the Washington University faculty reach the rank of emeritus. Their ability and service, in the classroom and out, has enriched the University and the lives of their students and colleagues. In appreciation for what they have done, we record here the names of those who attain emeritus rank by the end of the academic year 1984-85.

ROBERT BOGUSLAW  
Professor of Sociology  
At Washington University since 1966

DAVID GOLDRING  
Professor of Pediatrics  
At Washington University since 1949

ROBERT JORDAN  
Professor of Art and Archaeology  
At Washington University since 1956

ROBERT M MAINS  
Professor of Civil Engineering  
At Washington University since 1965

ALBERT ROOS  
Professor of Anesthesiology  
At Washington University since 1972

WILBUR MILTON SWANSON  
Professor of Mechanical Engineering  
At Washington University since 1960

ARTHUR G WIRTH  
Professor of Education  
At Washington University since 1962
HONORARY DEGREES

DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

HERVÉ DUFRESNE

Hervé Dufresne, president and director general of Motorola Electronique Automobile since 1972, has distinguished himself as a philanthropist of international scope. He was one of the co-founders in 1947 of the Centre d'Échanges Internationaux (CEI), whose mission was to bring together the youth of France and Germany to help create a more stable Europe. Since 1947, the CEI has expanded its horizons to include the other countries of Europe, England and - through Washington University - the United States. WU's Department of Romance Languages and Literatures annually has been given permission to use the Château de la Hèrcerie as the site for its Summer Language Institute in France. The Château is one of seven centers now operated by the CEI. Dufresne's cooperation with the University has resulted in the new Internship Program in European Business for American Students, which will enable WU students to gain first-hand work experience with businesses in Europe. Dufresne, a native of Paris, received his degrees from the Facultés de Lettres et de Droit and from the Ecole libre des Sciences Politiques. He was active in the Resistance as a young man, especially from 1943 to 1945. A leader in the European business community for the past 30 years, he was named a board member of the Banque de France in 1967 and Motorola's Country Manager for France in 1979. He has served since 1970 as the president of the Foundation Solacroup-Hébert, the Association des Amis de Notre-Dame-du-Roc and of the Groupe des Organismes de Prévoyance et de Retraite de la Construction Electrique et Electronique. He serves on the board of the Université Européenne des Affaires and on a number of boards of hospitals and economic foundations. Among the many honors he has received in his life, he says the most noteworthy to date was bestowed on him several years ago when he was named by the Pope as a Chevalier of the Order of the Holy Sepulchre of Jerusalem.

A. LEON HIGGINBOTHAM, JR.

The Honorable A. Leon Higginbotham Jr.'s volume, In the Matter of Color: Race and the American Legal Process, "is simply the most outstanding scholarly work on the history of race in American law during the colonial period." So states Lucius J. Barker, Washington University's Edna E. Gellhorn University Professor of Public Affairs and professor of political science. In 1977, President Jimmy Carter appointed Higginbotham Circuit Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit. He also is an adjunct professor of sociology in the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton Graduate School and lecturer-in-law in the Law School. In 1962, he became a partner in the law firm of Norris, Green, Harris & Higginbotham in Philadelphia. That same year, President John F. Kennedy appointed the attorney to a seven-year term as a commissioner for the Federal Trade Commission. Two years later, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce named the 38-year-old Higginbotham "One of the Ten Most Outstanding Young Men in America." Kennedy also had held that honor. In January 1964, when Higginbotham was sworn in as U.S. District Judge, Eastern District of Pennsylvania, he was the youngest person to have been appointed a federal district judge within the last 30 years. A visiting lecturer in the 1970s at the University of Hawaii, Yale University, and the University of Michigan, he holds more than 30 honorary degrees. He has been on the board of trustees or a member of more than 30 national organizations, and was appointed vice-chairman of the National Commission on the Cause and Prevention of Violence by President Lyndon B. Johnson. Published in 1978, his book has merited several national awards, including the American Bar Association's Silver Gavel Award. He is writing two more books in the Race and the American Legal Process series.
In the summer of 1982, Philip Habib came out of retirement to spend 11 weeks in the Middle East to negotiate a cease-fire between Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization in Lebanon. As a result of that diplomatic coup, Senator Charles Percy (R-Ill.), chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, nominated Habib for the Nobel Peace Prize.

A Lebanese-American from a Jewish Brooklyn neighborhood, Habib seems to have been born for diplomacy. After earning his bachelor's degree in 1942 from the University of Idaho, he served four years in the U.S. Army. In 1946, he began doctoral studies in economics at the University of California at Berkeley. By the time he had earned his Ph.D. in 1952, he already had started his career in the foreign service. Following his first assignment in the U.S. Embassy in Canada from 1949 to 1951, he moved on to New Zealand; Washington, D.C.; Trinidad; and South Korea. When the war in Vietnam began to escalate in the mid-1960s, he transferred to Saigon, eventually becoming Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge's chief political adviser. President Richard Nixon named him acting head of the U.S. delegation to the Paris peace talks with North Vietnam from 1969 to 1971. Following that assignment, he was named Ambassador to the Republic of Korea. In 1974 he was designated Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs. When President Gerald R. Ford named him Undersecretary of State for Political Affairs in May 1976, Habib shifted his focus from Asia to the Middle East. Remaining in that position, the diplomat played a major role in President Jimmy Carter's Camp David peace accords in 1977 between Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menahem Begin. Habib retired in 1978, following his second massive heart attack in six years. But Carter called him back soon after to a fact-finding mission in the Caribbean, and Ronald Reagan summoned him again in 1981 for the Middle East negotiation.

His colleagues in the foreign service elected him president of the Foreign Service Association in 1968. The following year he was the recipient of the Rockefeller Public Service Award, and in 1970 he was honored by the National Civil Service League. He was given the President's Award for distinguished federal service in 1979. Habib is a diplomat renowned for his sense of humor, straightforward talk and knowledge of when to use clout and when to listen. William Quandt, former chief Middle East expert of the National Security Council, says Habib "realizes that diplomacy is the art of the possible."

SANFORD NOYES MCDONNELL

When the late James S. McDonnell, "Mr. Mac," hired his nephew, Sanford N. McDonnell, to work in his nine-year old company in 1948, he suggested that "Sandy" begin as a janitor so he could say he had started at the bottom. With bachelor's degrees in economics from Princeton University and mechanical engineering from the University of Colorado, the younger McDonnell could not be quite that humble, but he did begin work as a trainee at $1.26 an hour. Six years later, he earned his master's degree in applied mechanics from Washington University and, as a design engineer, already was well on his way toward his current position as chairman, chief executive officer and director of McDonnell Douglas Corporation (MDC). He was elected to those posts in 1980 and also was named chairman of the McDonnell Douglas Foundation. McDonnell heads the world's No. 2 defense contractor, No. 2 manufacturer of jet airliners and, with 35,000 St. Louis employees, No. 1 private employer in Missouri (86,000 employees total in the United States and Canada). He also is national president of Boy Scouts of America and an elder at Ladue Chapel, a St. Louis Presbyterian church. As an outgrowth of his religious faith and his commitment to scouting, he was instrumental in the publication of "Standards of Business Ethics and Conduct" at MDC, He serves as a trustee of the Naval Aviation Museum Foundation, Inc., a director of Centerre Bancorporation and the United Way of Greater St. Louis, and a member of St. Louis' Civic Progress, Inc. In 1984, he was named the St. Louis Globe-Democrat Man of the Year. His professional memberships include the board of governors of the Aerospace Industries Association, the Air Force Association, a fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, the American Security Council and the board of directors of the Ethics Resource Center, Inc.
DOCTOR OF LETTERS

HANNA HOBORN GRAY

Hanna Holborn Gray, president of the University of Chicago since 1978, has received national press attention for her views on higher education. Her 32-year professional academic career has taken her to Bryn Mawr, Harvard, Northwestern, Yale and Chicago. She is deeply concerned about standards in secondary education, the place of liberal arts in an increasingly technological society and the reform of Ph.D. programs. On standards, she argues that higher education itself must bear some of the responsibility for lower standards in high schools because it has reduced entry qualifications and offered too many loosely structured “cafeteria-style” degrees. On liberal arts, she insists that students with a solid liberal arts background would be best equipped to make public policy and ethical decisions on issues raised by the spread of new technology. On Ph.Ds, she was the driving force behind a recent University of Chicago report on graduate education which recommended that Ph.D students should be prepared for non-academic careers as well as those in teaching and research. She manages a 1,100-member faculty and 7,700-member student body, including 5,000 graduate students. Born in Heidelberg, Germany, she earned her bachelor's degree in 1950 from Bryn Mawr College, was a Fulbright scholar at Oxford University from 1950 to 1952, earned a Ph.D in 1957 from Harvard University and received a doctor of letters in 1979 from Oxford. A historian of the Renaissance and the Reformation, she was co-editor of the “Journal of Modern History” from 1965 to 1970. She serves on the board of directors of many institutions, including the Morgan Guaranty Trust Company, Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, Pulitzer Prize Board, Mayo Foundation and Brookings Institution. Today’s award brings her total number of honorary degrees to 25.

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

LEONARD WATSON BLAKE

In 1965 at age 62, Leonard Watson Blake retired from his job as a security analyst in the investment department of St. Louis Union Trust Co. Retirement gave him more time for his avocation — archaeology. Today, at age 82, he is a research associate in Washington University’s Department of Anthropology, and in fair weather he rides his bike to work. As an amateur archaeologist, Blake has published 48 articles on archaeology and archaeobotany/ethnobotany — 14 as sole author. His latest, for example, was for an annual performance report on a National Endowment for the Humanities research grant. A leading St. Louis archaeologist says of Blake, “The quality of his research has made him a peer among scholars.” Blake, who holds a bachelor's degree from Williams College in Williamstown, Mass., had only a slight interest in Indian arrowheads when he discovered the Missouri Archaeological Society around 1940. Several years later, however, when he participated in a dig sponsored by the University of Missouri, his love of archaeology blossomed. Since then, Blake has donated his time and expertise to the Missouri Botanical Gardens, the Museum of Science and Natural History, the Cahokia Mounds National Register of Historic Places, the Missouri Historical Society and the University of Missouri-Columbia’s American Archaeology Division. He has been vice president and a trustee of the Missouri Archaeological Society, president of the Mound City Archaeological Society, a trustee of the Illinois Association for Advancement of Archaeology and vice-president and president of the Greater St. Louis Archaeological Society. He is a founding member of the Mound City Archaeological Society and the Illinois Association for the Advancement of Archaeology. He has trained three students at WU who have gone on for Ph.Ds in Archaeology.
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
LINDA BRADLEY SALAMON, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS
May 17, 1985

summa cum laude

Kelly M Askins
John Chisholm Bishop
Margo Kay Buehler
Virginia Lee Busch
Michael Daren Cadwalader
Tracy Elizabeth Christopher
William L Dawers
Kurt Charles Fabrick
Stanley Leon Hazen
Frances Susan Kirkpatrick
Janice Marie Mac Avoy
Katherine Ruth Narveson

magna cum laude

Mark Houck Bernhardt
David Lindley Brock
Darrel Phillip Cohen
David Carl Daum
Jaswinder Kaur Dhaliwal
John Patrick Duffey
Melanie Lyn Edwards
Jessica Lynn Elin
Nuri Bradford Farber
Harris Frederic Goldstein
Elizabeth Marie Grimm
Barry Stuart Handler
Randall Scott Hanson
Patricia Dawn Heidtoting
Michael Edwin Langridge
Laura Diane Lankester
David Phillip Mack
Pamela Ann Manfredo
Heather Bernnice McDonald

cum laude

Rachel Hellizer Albrecht
Alisa Karen Allen
Keith Allen Candiotti
Kenneth John Chandler
George C Criparacos
Michell Rose de Vera
Carol Lea Dewar
Charles Leigh Douglas III
Mariana Elizabeth Eckerlin
Linda Gail Feldman

Tri Van Nguyen
John Ho Pak
William Harold Paulsen
Kimberly Kae Powlishta
Richard Elliott Rochman
Daniel James Smith
Richard Andrew Stong
James Joseph Szabo
Jacelyn Elise Weissman
Charles Louis Zelden

David Martin Meltzer
Stephen Thomas Middlebrook
Melissa Terry Myers
Steven Jerome Nowak
Susan Elizabeth Orton
Julie Oxenburg
Henry B Pickens
Robert Hansen Redus
Laurie Anne Roemmel
Lisa Marie Rosenberger
Joseph John Rossi, Jr.
Kevin John Shortill
Lisa L Somogyi
Susanna Weslie Southard
Ann Locke Strehler
Yew-Hoe Tan
Todd William Troyer
Jeffrey David Zittrain

Marcy Sue Firestone
William K Frymoyer, Jr.
Mark Steven Glickman
John Louie Go
Michael Golding
Marc Timothy Krohn
Kathryn Louise Link
Jessie Linda McLaughlin
Glen Lester Melin
May 17, 1985

Bradley Jay Aaronson
Vincent Ralph Abenante
†Anne Elizabeth Acheson
William Stuart Adams
Mitch Lloyd Adler
Randall L Akichika
John Christian Albers
David Ross Anderson
†Neda Arami
Murray J Arenson
Lisa Diahn Baier
†Ruth Rebecca Bak
†Judith Lyn Balk
Kathryna Margaret Banghart
Lynn Alison Barnholtz
Thomas Willard Bassett
*Thomas Jude Bast
Margaret Ellen Bauer
Paul Edward Baumgartner
Donna Lee Baye
Barbara Ann Beckert
David Begler
Wendy Sue Beinner
Paul Murray Bennett
Melanie Lynn Benton
Edward Benjamin Berg
Christopher A Bernardi
Dora Rose Bertram
†Mark Eric Bigler
Lisa R Blaine
Daniel J Blank
Steven Louis Blechner
Kurt Jensen Blunck
Monica Boehmer
Cecilia Anne Bohan

Barry Michael Earle Boone
Carol Sue Boram
†Roy Alex Brandell
†Cathy Lee Brill
Susan Marie Brookhart
Christine Hazuki Brown
David Neil Brown
Denise Rene Brunson-Harris
Elizabeth Anne Buonomo
Lucy Ann Burger
David Paul Buser
Jonathan S Callahan
†Mark Daryl Canty
Joseph Frank Caparros
Rebecca Louise Carmichael
Marilou Cuizon Chamrasmi
Catherine Charalambous
James David Charlesworth
†Robert John Clifford
Deborah Sue Cohen
Diane S Cohen
Hilarie Amo Cohen
Jonathan David Cohen
Peter Michael Cohen
Sara R Collins
Fulmer Lee Collins II
George Edward Cone, Jr.
David Bertram Conley, Jr.
†Sarah Connors
Alyson Theresa Cooke
Angela Gerese Cracchiolo
Juliet Sophia Crane
Cynthia Anne Crawford
Anthea Joanna Daniels
Adrienne Beth Dasheff
Peggy Jean David
Ann Barnard Davis
Harry Davis, Jr.
Linda Ellen Davison
†Bartholomew Crispin Dean
Bernard Deffet
Deborah Ann Dennis
Anna Rae Dera
Beth A Detrich
Michelle Ditzzan
Joseph P Doyle
†Mark Howard Drazner
Mark Edward Dreyer
Sherry Lynn Dubitsky
Joy Latresia Duckworth
Esther Alyse Edelman
Robert Adam Efroymson
Janice Eileen Egan
Erin Lee Ehrlich
Norman Matthew Ellinwood
Barbara Jean Ely
†Robert Carl Enguidanos
Mary Virginia Esty
Nancy Sue Ettelson
Timothy Francis Eversole
†John C Fang
Andrew Bruce Feinberg
Jonathan Robert Fellner
Thomas N Finkel
*Francis Joseph Flucke
Toni Marie Flynn
Paula Justine Fodor
Louisa Wenzel Foster
Jonathan Richard Frankel
Douglas Aaron Freeman
Pamela J Freund
Charles Friedlander
Eric A Gabriel
†Donald Philip Gagliardi
Ron Shalom Galperin
Lisa Ann Garcia
Mary Angela Gaska
Matthew William Gawlowicz
Todd Andrew Geiger
†Mark Evan Gerber
Barry Seth Gersten
Kim Gerstman
†Esther Gil
David John Gill
Jorge Alberto Giraldo
Keith Wylie Gizzie
Deborah Ann Glynn
Kathleen Kennedy Godfrey
David Ernest Gohlke
Richard I Goldberg
Jesse Goldberger
Leslie Ayn Goldman
Kelvin Wesley Gorrell
Yolanda Rene Gray
Amy Greenberg
Patricia Carlisle Groome
Julie Linda Grossman
†James B Gunther, Jr.
Amy Joanne Gup
Ingrid Sylvia Haas
Luke A Haggarty
Joan Marie Hall
Charles Daniel Hammerman
Carolyn Ann Hanson
Gary William Harper
*Stephen Louis Harris
†Leslie J Hartley
Barry L Haptman
†Felice Ann Heller
Adam Jacob Helman
†Samuel Thomas Henderson
Jonathan Eric Herz
Allan Hildesheim
†Sarah Stewart Hoagland
Tracey Lee Hodgerney
Elida Juana Holcomb
Karen Lisa Holzberg
Elizabeth Cole Horowitz
Randall Dean Howerton
Andrew Richard Hoyer
†John Gilliard Hubbell
Jennifer Anne Huestis
Peter Vaughn Hull
Judith Ann Hundley
Karen Chialin Hung
Mary Mather Hunt
†Neil Adam Hurwitz
Aasia Hussain
Howard Jay Ilivicky
Lydia Imiok
Shelia Dianne Jackson
Sangeeta Jain
John R Jay
†Anita Louise Johnson
Carla Elaine Johnson
DeAnn Marie Johnson
Chance Wayne Juenger
Kevin Eric Tollefson
Anne Katherine Toomey
Sanjayita Tripathy
Pamela Jeanne Trocheset
Deborah Ellen Trontz
Yi-Yi Tsai
Claire C Tsung
Jenny Tung
Julia Hope Turner
Bryan Mitchell Vaughan
Thomas Edward Vaughan
Cynthia Lee Vaught
Wesley Vega
Adamina Maria Vocero
Jennifer Brooks Volkmann
Anne Eleanor Voss
Laura Ann Vrlenich
Daniel Waksman
Tammie Lanette Walker
John Stephen Ward
Douglas Scott Warfel
Jennifer Elizabeth Watt
Margaret A Watters

Gary Jon Wayne
Thomas Andrew Weeks
Elizabeth Weissman
Marian Elizabeth Westhouse
Allison King Widmann
Thomas William Wiebe
Erin Aleen Wikes
Darcell Elizabeth Williams
John Philip Williford
Dennis Joseph Winn
Mark Brian Wise
Max A Wolfman
Victor Hsueh-Wen Wu
Joseph Changkook Yang
Karl S Yohe
Laura Jane Young
Tatyana Marta Zahalak
Christine Aucoin Zamora
Marian Cecilia Ziegler
Bruce Howard Zivan
Jeff Alan Zuckerman
Nancy Lee Zugaib
Susan B Zukoski

December 21, 1984
magna cum laude
Jeffrey Scot Rumbyrt
cum laude
Peter Michael Lehmann
Larry K Vick

December 21, 1984
Stephen Neil Adams
Eve Monique Askanas
W, Bramwell Bailey
Timothy Bodin Burress
Lori Ann Davis
Michael Glenn Dombrowski
Jennifer Lee Elin
Paul Bernard Fendler
Robia Ann Fields
Edith Marie Friedman
David Brian Hardin
Kathleen Cody Heidemann
Lisa Frances Henner
Karen Renée Jansen
Carl Joseph Joerger
Linda Dara Katz
Ellen Mary Koehneke
Daniel Bass Kohn
Daniel Jeffrey Kohs
David Lake
Judith Anne Lane
Larry Lewis Levin

David John Lewalski
Phillip Kevin Mallory
Eva Kathleen Mehler
Jonathan Bruce Meyers
Amy Ileen Miller
Pia Nystrom
Judith Anne Padavic
Michael Anthony Pazdernik
Christine Marie Pearce
Lawrence Bennett Pearson
James Monroe Phillips
Aimée C Powers
Craig Stuart Powers
Lyle Bennett Press
Joel Martin Priest
Jamie Adam Rome
Michael Eugene Ruland
Gary Wayne Rust
Helen Mary Santiago
Franklin B Segal
Lisa Ann Slesinger
Gary Ross Stephens

15
Anne Sullivan
Jon Yooji Suzuki
Elizabeth Garesché Torno
Gerlach William Ummels
Linda S Victor

August 17, 1984
summa cum laude

Edward Aaron Shpiz
magna cum laude
Lina Maryanti Husodo
cum laude
Theodore Alexander Nukes

August 17, 1984
Michael Edward Landis
Marianne Rhoda Lau
Kelle Kyle Laws
Lawrence Simon Levy
Sonya Merchant
Margaret Lyle Muckerman
Ayesha Pande
Honora Perkins

†Bonnie Marie Pettifor
Deborah Bond Schierholz
Sara Pierson Smith
Richard Dean Snyder
Arthur L Staden
Sheri L Steininger
Jerald Paul Stempel
Robert James Strini
Robert B Switky
Arnaldo Torres
Gerald Francis Tuite
Larry Anthony Ursch
David M Wachtel
Peter Aaron Wolf
Laura Elaine Zonia

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
May 17, 1985
magna cum laude

Kennett Love Lehmann

†Indicates College Honors

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Candidates Presented by
EDWARD NATHAN WILSON, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF ARTS
May 17, 1985

In Anthropology
Neathery Clarice Batsell
Benjamin Zachery Freed

Charles Floyd Hildebolt II
Jerre Ann Purvis
In Technology and Human Affairs
Mary Alice Fejfar

In Urban Administration
Charlene Marie Fuhrman-Schulz
In Urban Affairs
Shirley Ruth Emerson

MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

May 17, 1985

Maude Nell Barker
Lucinda Marie Bayer
Lois Berg-Craig
Barbara Ellen Birkicht
Eloise Vernetta Crayton
Patricia Susan Crowley

December 21, 1984

Gloria T Clayter
Barbara Blair Hasse
Caroline Linton Heckman
Ruth Iyob

August 17, 1984

Judith Anne Burckhardt
Eileen Denise Dunn
Kathleen Marie Gross
Ronald Coleman Helms
Rita Horwitz
Karin Mahony
David Newman
Jennifer Ann Osborne

*Bernie D Dunlap

Steven Michael Gibson
Lisa A Gilden
Kathleen Elizabeth Herrmann
Marcia Louise Rauch
Linda Rae Schnur
Nancy Finkelstein Sobelman

Albert J Salsich
Sarah Fay Schiff
Marcia Rae Tenenbaum

MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN WRITING

May 17, 1985

Brian W Cochran
John Edward Connelly
Timothy A Cox

December 21, 1984

Eugene Powell Pfeiffer, Jr.

MASTER OF LIBERAL ARTS

May 17, 1985

Lawrence Alexander Amitin
Eleanor M Foster
Joyce L Jacobs
Walter James Lawrence
Thomas Patrick McDonough

Jan Pass
Ellen E Post
James Edwin Schiele
Joanne Marie Spitz
Lawrence Paul Travers

* Awarded Posthumously
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MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
December 21, 1984
Nancy Ford Bunzli

MASTER OF MUSIC
May 17, 1985
Denise M Finneran
Kim Pineda
December 21, 1984
Kathryn Ann Byrd

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING
May 17, 1985
John Warren Hawks
Anita Lee Johnson
Anne Field Knight
Gregory Ross Leigh
Martha J Meister
Dawn Marie Selover
Sheri Lee Smith
Sandria Ellen Stumpf
Linda Marie Wheeler

ADVANCED GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATION
May 17, 1985
Mary Catherine Flood

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
August 17, 1984
Frances Mary Cernich Irwin

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
May 17, 1985
In Anthropology
John Frederick Harlan
Jeffrey Kevin McKee
In Art and Archaeology
Eleanor Lorraine Scheifele
In Biological Sciences (Cellular, Developmental and Systemic Biology)
*Denise Louise Faustman
Regina Ann Kreisle
*Dave Stanley Milstone
In Biological Sciences (Intergrative and Cell Biology)
*Clifford Vincent Harding III
In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Joyce Ellen Bischoff
Bill Bates Daily, Jr.
*Robert Bernard Darnell
*Daniel Eliot Goldberg
*Steven Russell Lentz
*Ellis Jacob Neufeld
In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
*Mary Kay Floeter
In Biological Sciences (Plant Biology)
Jychian Ardon Chen
In Comparative Literature
Mary Martha Baizer

In Economics
Eva Chung-Chiung Yen

In Education
Phyllis Shaw Hershey

In French Language and Literature
Suzanne Chamier
Maria Sylvia De Weer-D’Hooghe
Hannah Susan Langsam

In Music
Robert Douglas Fruehwald
Richard Matthew Justin

In Pharmacology
Edward Robert McCluskey

*Awarded Posthumously

In Philosophy
Theodore Gerald Ammon
Donna Card Charron
Henricus van der Linden

In Physics
Timothy Philip Krisher
Jack Grigsby Mottley
Lewis Jones Thomas III

In Political Science
Michael Andrew Krassa
Vera Diane Vogelsang-Coombs

In Psychology
Mark Anthony Cook
Ginger B A Kuehn

In Sociology
William John Staudenmeier, Jr.

In Anthropology
Vincent Thomas Tucker

In Biological Sciences (Cellular, Developmental and Systemic Biology)
Andrea Janine Sant

In Biological Sciences (Evolutionary Biology and Ecology)
Rob De Salle

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Paul Francis Policastro

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Celia Ruth Baitinger

In Biological Sciences (Population Biology)
David Alan Neill

In Chemistry
Michael Thomas Barbush
Lorenz John Bauer
Bonghyun Boo
Lee-Gin Lin

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Teofilo Aniag Abrajano
Mohamed Morsy Ibrahim Sultan

In Economics
Michael Curtis Munger
In Education
Karen Figler Osterman

In English and American Literature
David A Bywaters
Jack E Siemsen

In French Language and Literature
Roger A Noel
Christina Niklaus Sharp

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Judith Karen Wessler

In Hispanic Languages and Literatures
Robert Leon Adler

In Biological Sciences (Cellular, Developmental and Systemic Biology)
Rawleigh Craig Howe

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Stephen Felder
Marcella Ann McClure
Lori L Paul
Steven Lyle Roderick

In Chemistry
Patricia Mary Boone
Dong Ho Kim
Larry Robinson
Krystyna Waleria Semkow
Carleton Drew Tait

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Joyce Coon Brannon

In Economics
Thomas Wayne Gilligan
Kevin Blaine Grier
Stephen Allan Lumpkin
Virginia Louise Wilcox-Gök

In Education
C Wayne Mosher
Robert Acheson Spencer

In History
Rocco Lawrence Capraro

In Organisational Behavior
Miles William Meyer

In Philosophy
Thomas Patrick Rardin

In Psychology
Paul C Berman
Lawrence David Cohn
Linda O'Brien Hochman
Jeffrey Alan Smith

In Sociology
John Branton Wilson

August 17, 1984

In English and American Literature
Jean Harpham Burrows

In Mathematics
Yongsheng Han

In Pharmacology
Phyllis E Jonas
Alan Steven Taylor

In Physics
David John Keys
Keith Sebastian Pickens

In Political Science
Barbara Ann Luck

In Psychology
Catherine Jill Lerner
Leslie Luchene
Alan Jeffrey Tomkins
Eric James Van Denburg
David Francis Wozniak

In Social Work
Donald Ralph Baker

In Sociology
Marva Lloyd Redd
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT CHADWELL WILLIAMS, Ph.D., Dean

CERTIFICATES

May 17, 1985

Linda S Bitzer
Edward Jude Cook
James Andrew Daniels III
Clyde Edmond
Susan Jeanne Eldridge
Gary Allyn Fanger
Karen C Alexander Frost
Constance Marie Graziano
Merrille Mary Hessler
Marilyn Louise Johannes
Earnestine Johnson

Michele Jeanmougin Liebman
Mary Ann Ohms
Georgia Louise Seitz Schefft
Gerlean Smith
Marilyn R White Smith
Robin Maureen Straubinger
Carol Jean Sullivan
Marti M Wallace
Pamela J Willis White
Pamela J Gilmore Womack
Gary Edward Ziuraitis

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

May 17, 1985

Lisa Lorayne Anderson
Thomas Stephen Anderson
Robert A Arey
Virginia Henrietta Beatty
Janet Kay Bryzeal
Steven Bryzeal
Rei-Ling Chang Chen
Lesley G Coburn
Edward Jude Cook
Gustavo Alberto Covarrubia
Michael Gerard Curran
Dennis W Dallman
James Andrew Daniels III
Lawrence Elwood Dollinger
Susan Jeanne Eldridge
Kimberly Starr Fischer
Gary Lee Forayt
Linda Webber Gambill
Joseph Elmore Gladden
Annette Jaclyn Gray
Anne E Gronemeyer
Attral Hairston
Billy W Hall
Loyce Ann Rhodes Hamilton
Linda Marie Herrnsen
Diane Jean Intfeld
Michael Francis Jakubowski
Thomas Neil Jansen
Sharon A Kenny
Donna Marie Klunk

Darius Carl Krupnik
Norman Paul Lalumandier
Delores D Lane
Christine Moton Lee
Robert Joseph Lee
Duanwei Lin
Linda Susan Linkogel
Yoshiyuki S Matsumoto
James Farrell McLaughlin
Henrietta L Meier
Marva Louise Mizelle
Colleen Anne Moore
Paul William Mueller
Geoffrey Steven Nash
Cynthia A Neal
Mary Frances Noll
Charles Henry Pointer
Frank Paul Prager
Laura L Rimmer
Jorge Eduardo Rojas
Betty Louise Salpekar
John Charles Simon
Floyd Lovell Smith
Marilyn Ruth Smith
Steven Richard Stilinovic
Darold Roy Strand
Doris Carmen Sturzenberger
Gertraud Thallinger
Jeanmarie Themes
Mary Kathryn Tuberty
December 21, 1984

Daniel L Buechler
Roland Edward Burgess
Casey Eugene Carlton
Richard Wood Carroll
Joseph Cheng-Ping Chang
Susan Mary Chuckray
Ingrid Elizabeth Ektermanis
Paul H Evans
Sandra Gail Forrest
George Frederick Fuchs
Alejandro Jose Garnier
Michael Dean Haig
Cynthia Kay Hammond
Susan Eileen Harris
Carol Dean Holmes
Beverly Jean Imler
James John Koester
Cynthia Guilfoyl Lammert
Carla Patrice Landis
Kristin Angell Larkin
Gerald Lewis
Terry Teh-Su Lin
Marvin J Lucy
Judy Mary Montgomery
Robert Dickson Mosby

August 17, 1984

Tsuey Fan Chen
Gary William Dauphin
Karla Cassandra Edmonds
JoAnn Berry Glatthaar
Kermit John Kragnes

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING

May 17, 1985

Julie Ann Knese
Rebecca Lynn Winn

MASTER OF DATA PROCESSING

May 17, 1985

Frank Kelly Brooks, Jr.
Marc Joseph Cleven
Richard Crocker Diehl
Susan McCulley McConnell

December 21, 1984

Rhonda Laird Baker

*Michael Francis Hickey II
August 17, 1984

Loretta Mason

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE/PHYSICAL THERAPY
May 17, 1985

Ethel Maureen Frese
Prem P Gogia
Barbara J Norton

Sarah Jane Victor Richter
Jovita R Tieso
Judith Ann Woehrle

December 21, 1984

Ronna Sue Kaiser
Thomas Philip Mayhew

Michael Jeffrey Mueller

August 17, 1984

Suzanne Ellen Wagar-Mulock

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
(ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY)
Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN MCKELVEY, Ph.D., Dean

CERTIFICATES
May 17, 1985

Maxim Franklin Boyko
Thomas Allan Campbell
Jerry Andrew Diebling
Christopher Oswald Edghill
Paul Michael Genisio
Kenneth Melvin Hansen
Arthur Bruce Kisslinger
Terry James Leebolt
Chia Lin Ni

Lynn William Paul
Gary Christopher Pyatt
Terry L Roscoe
Nancy Lee Shackelford
James Robert Twellman
Thomas Aloys Wargel
Ralph John Wasielewski
Gary Lee Wild
Michael John Woulfe

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT
May 17, 1985

William John Bechtold
Richard Charles Beckham
Gerald Wayne Boulware
Sommuk Charnond
Dennis Anthony Hall

Norville Kenneth McClain, Jr.
Steven Kenneth Ott
Richard James Ringkamp
Mark Tierney Schilling
Charles Will Smith

December 21, 1984

Michael George Cliffe
David James Goebel

Robert E Meiner
Warren Richard Sauer

August 17, 1984

Nathan Edward Moore
BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY
May 17, 1985
Binh Xuan Dang
Frank Lawrence Elves
Harry Dixie Trimble
Robert Louis Tyus
Dennis Lee Vandiver
Neal Frederic Woodard
December 21, 1984
Edward Rosenbaum
Frederick Emory Simms
Clint Robert Williams
August 17, 1984
Frank Eric Bowers

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN GEODETIC TECHNOLOGY
May 17, 1985
Richard Alan LeSage

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN MECHANICAL DESIGN
August 17, 1984
*John Stephen Maddock

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY
May 17, 1985
Michael Steven Hussey
Terry James Leebolt
Henry Melvin Loeffler
James Lawrence Washburn
December 21, 1984
Albert Henry Brandau
Michael Eugene Burlison
Paul Michael Genisio
Kenneth Melvin Hansen

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN STRUCTURAL DESIGN
August 17, 1984
Thanh Cong Le
*John Stephen Maddock

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN STRUCTURAL TECHNOLOGY
May 17, 1985
Steven Craig Heidenreich
Robert Dallas Mentel
Joseph Frank Mueller
Warren Henry Ogan
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN McKELVEY, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

May 17, 1985

magna cum laude

Nancy Kay Whittemore

cum laude

Harvey Carl Taub

May 17, 1985

*Thomas Jude Bast
Kairav Dhan Chevli
Mark Robert Feltenstein
Michael Andrew Gilliland
Marlene Elaine Gladstone
Christian Erich Grethlein
Shannon Elizabeth Grossman
James Karl Helgesen
Tzu Jen Kan
Scott Tyler King
Keith Alan LaChance
Samuel Jae Lee
James Lawrence Long
Robert Scott Lowell
Wade William Moran
Ann Marie Nacke

December 21, 1984

cum laude

Roy Muljadi Soetikno

December 21, 1984

Houdin Dehnad
Robert Allen Gahl, Jr.

August 17, 1984

Firoozeh Rajai Ardekani
Darryl Craig Bonner
George Charles Buckbee, Jr.
Jimmy Pingao Chen

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 17, 1985

magna cum laude

Miriam Rebecca Rosen

May 17, 1985

Jerome Michael Alborn
*Muna Ahmad Bakeer
Catherine Grace Barnett
Maura Anne Bonnarens
Kim E Gardner

August 17, 1984

Boo Jin Quah
Rodger Lynn Tellor
Thurman Paul Thornton

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

May 17, 1985

magna cum laude

Nancy Kay Whittemore

cum laude

Harvey Carl Taub

May 17, 1985

*Thomas Jude Bast
Kairav Dhan Chevli
Mark Robert Feltenstein
Michael Andrew Gilliland
Marlene Elaine Gladstone
Christian Erich Grethlein
Shannon Elizabeth Grossman
James Karl Helgesen
Tzu Jen Kan
Scott Tyler King
Keith Alan LaChance
Samuel Jae Lee
James Lawrence Long
Robert Scott Lowell
Wade William Moran
Ann Marie Nacke

December 21, 1984

cum laude

Roy Muljadi Soetikno

December 21, 1984

Houdin Dehnad
Robert Allen Gahl, Jr.

August 17, 1984

Firoozeh Rajai Ardekani
Darryl Craig Bonner
George Charles Buckbee, Jr.
Jimmy Pingao Chen

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 17, 1985

magna cum laude

Miriam Rebecca Rosen

May 17, 1985

Jerome Michael Alborn
*Muna Ahmad Bakeer
Catherine Grace Barnett
Maura Anne Bonnarens
Kim E Gardner

27
Cornell Snow Kimball
Sami Georges Maroun
Anthony DeWayne Meadows
Kevin Jay Saks

Kenneth Tom Sun
Gail Edward Tubbs
Ross Macdonald Whitehead

December 21, 1984

*Franswa Abulias
Donald Wayne Deal
Robert Elkin

*Choon Watt Lee
*Patricia Ann Myler
Haden Douglas Smith

August 17, 1984

Mahmoud Mohammad Al-Shammari
*Alaa-El-Din A El-Seisi
Al-Benwan Abdulateef Mohammad

Martha Ann Tomlinson
John Craig Wehrmann

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 17, 1985

summa cum laude

*Elizabeth Morrow Cooper

*magna cum laude

John William Cuthbertson

*Kenneth Charles Cox

*Bradley Winston Cain
*Kevin James Gartz

*Neal Ziring

May 17, 1985

Tamara Lynn Arnicar
*Brian Thomas Bannister
*Adrian Arnold Buriks
Cathy Lynn Collins
*Martha Eleanor de Forest
*Bryan Douglas Ebanks
Kevin R Fenster
*Joseph Vernon Gresh
Bruce E Hussey
Gennell Anita Jefferson
*Ralph B Kahn
Eric Paul Karlin
Bernard Sherman Lee
*Stephen K Liu

Steven Corey Marcus
*Eric Bismarck Muehrcke
Mary Ellen Pagliara
Jennifer Lynn Pats
Edward Marshall Roseboom
Keith Joseph Rosenthal
Steven Jay Sadoff
*Dennis R Sanger
*Mark William Segrist
Sheila Jayne Smith
*R Robert Michael Trojan
Michael Wacey
Michael D Walters

December 21, 1984

Timothy Lee Bell
*Timothy Bodin Burress

*Teik Guan Kuan
*Kirk David Williams

August 17, 1984

cum laude

Patrick Thomas Quinn

August 17, 1984

*Thomas Scott Brenner
*Sudjiwo Husodo

Mark Robert Weber
Mary Frances Wessling
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

May 17, 1985

summa cum laude

*Elizabeth Morrow Cooper
*Kenneth Charles Cox

magna cum laude

Steven Lawrence Summerfield

cum laude

*Bradley Winston Cain
*Kevin James Gartz
Jessica Kima Kojiro
James W H Marsh

May 17, 1985

Shahid Akhtar
Ruth Ellen Aquadro
Darian Lee Bebout
Fasil Gaitachew Bekele
*J Alan Bennett
Russell Robert Bessinger
Craig William Brodfuehrer
Robert James Brooks
Adrian Arnold Buriks
James Allen Buslepp
Robert Yeakley Cannon
Stephen Glen Carlson
Veroljub Chkautovich
Denice Elaine Costa
Paul Stephen Coupey
*Martha Eleanor de Forest
John Bruce Dowden
Steven Wayne Duerer
Sydna Lee Duffy
Henry S Feldstein
Kevin D Gillis
Daniel L Greenberg
*Joseph Vernon Gresh
Kwangsn Han
Marios Z Haridimou
James Ray Hemphill
David Damien Heurung
Carl Alan Kaplan
Dennis Lee Kelley

December 21, 1984

cum laude

*Jeffrey Joseph Johnson

December 21, 1984

Mark Douglas Albers
George P Close
Michael William Cross
Mary Kempf Forbis

Wesley Wayne Haswell
Hershel Alan Jackson
Vahid Kazerooni
Robert John Krmpotich
Teik Guan Kuan
Robin Leland Lantz
John F Mangiaracina
Kenneth James Perko
Marvin Anthony Phillips
George Phillip Robin
Jamel Samet

Richard Frank Sanders
Andrew James Sargeant
James Kennedy Shaw II
Joseph Stefan
*Kirk David Williams
Avinash Yadav
Lazhar Zghall

August 17, 1984
magna cum laude

David Jay Lanznar

August 17, 1984

Jorge Alberto Andrade
Luis Alberto Arias
*Thomas Scott Brenner
*Sudjowo Husodo
Jenaidel Mohammed Jenaidel

Scott Norman Jochimsen
Donald Jerome Laurentius
Alfred Wing-Fai Li
Abdelkarim Mohamed Senussi

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC POLICY

May 17, 1985

*J Alan Bennett
Steven P Healey
Thomas Raymond Huss

Marie Antoinette Moltz
Paul V Torek

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 17, 1985
summa cum laude

Jennifer Lisbeth Methlie
magna cum laude

Mark Alan Person
cum laude

*Bassem Hassan Fakhoury
Gary Lee Gray

Douglas Earl Smith

May 17, 1985

Gary Michael Ahrens
Jason Lee Archer
*Muna Ahmad Bakeer
Nick Bhambr
Michael I Boone
Syung-Yong Choi
Scott William Crimmins
Timothy Jay DeLamatre
Mark Anders Duvall
Curtis M Ehle
David Michael Eike

Allen Russell Fowkes
Eric F Harris
Mari Michiko Hamasaki
Rodney Alan Laird
*Mani Modale Mani
Thomas Emerson Newbold
*Frank Ryan
*David Yale Smith
Frederick Ernest Urben II
David Nathan Weinstein
Slim Zarrouk
December 21, 1984
summa cum laude

Annette Nicole Sutera

Karen Renée Anderson
Peter George Becher, Jr.
David Harrel Burstein

August 17, 1984
magna cum laude

Vicki Lynne Bohm

Aswin Dundoo
Adriane Marie Glaraton
Raj Paul Gupta

Randel Alan Lindemann
Keith Howard Ramsey
William Henry Stillman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS

May 17, 1985
magna cum laude

Harold Vincent Barron

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING

May 17, 1985
cum laude

Elizabeth Ann Erickson
Cameron Jay Kaszas

Mary Ann Kelly
Lou Anna Koehler
F Carol Milligan

Julie Ann Kesner

Fred Anthony Brown II
Jerri Camille Floyd
Noah Daniel Glick

Jeffrey H Mishkin
*Dennis R Sanger
Jeffrey Odean Severseike
Sandra Kay Stanislawske
*Joseph Frederick Thompson, Jr.
*John Trent Wohlschlaeger

*Susan Rachel Misako Kurotsuchi
Robert Richard Longabaugh

August 17, 1984

Richard Allen Gallaher

Jeffrey Alan Vinluan
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (ENGINEERING)

May 17, 1985
magna cum laude

Mark Steven Zobel

Andy Hùng Vũ Trần

May 17, 1985

*Douglas Andrew Fish
cum laude
*Francis Joseph Flucke

Tori Anne Grove
*Robert Michael Trojan

December 21, 1984
cum laude

*Jeffrey Joseph Johnson

August 17, 1984

Joanna Beatty
Michael R Klock
William Allen Lee

THE HENRY EDWIN SEVER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN McKELVEY, Ph.D., Director

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

May 17, 1985

Richard Paxton Burks
Michael Steven Hohrein
Richard J Maes

December 21, 1984

*Franswa Abulias
Cletus Ogwuche Agbo
Mohamed Osman Mahgoub
Abdullah Mahmood

Charles Roger Nicot
*Chien-Ming Tu
*Francis Ming-Hsi Wu

August 17, 1984

*Alaa-El-Din A El-Seisi
Matthew Wade Freeby
John R Koontz

Victor Antonio Eduardo Powell
Alex Yuan Rong
Terence Denny Taylor

MASTER OF GEODETIC SCIENCE

December 21, 1984

David James Dermody
Roy Andrew Hurlburt

Timothy Michael Nagy
MASTER OF STRUCTURAL DESIGN

May 17, 1985

Jimmy Dean Camp

December 21, 1984

Andre George Aoude

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

May 17, 1985

Michael Luke Bauccio
Maria M Michaelidis

December 21, 1984

Yu-Bo Yang

August 17, 1984

Ehud Ganani
Stephen Jerome Sanders

Hidetaka Teshima
Shao-Jian Ye

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 17, 1985

John Lee Harris

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 17, 1985

Roger Dean Chamberlain
*Bryan Douglas Ewbank
Mark William Gross
Eric Scott Kaylor
Howard Lykins
*Eric Bismarck Muehrcke

Larry Gene Musbach
Thomas John Ozimec
Kevin Socha
Melinda Elaine Stelzer
Robert Alan Walters
Mary Frances Wessling

December 21, 1984

Stephen Edward Reichenbach

August 17, 1984

Mahmoud A Ballout

Yoshinori Nagaoka

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

May 17, 1985

Mohamad Abdallah Ayoub
Kristin Karen Foss

Mark Freeman
Mark Miles Hart
Raymond Christopher Kotulla
Brian Alan Mounce
Michael Leon Sieger
Juan Silva

*Mohammad Ali Kebritsaz Tavakoli
Joseph Gabriel Trotta
*Stephen Garnet Turney
Xinsheng Yu
*Jeffrey Scott Zwibelman

December 21, 1984

Sanjay Dhar
Scott William Fancher
Steven John Fischer
Thomas John Hayek
Howard Lawrence Lang

Joseph Leo Michaud
Thomas Justin Sullivan
David Allen Volle
Mark Robert Weber

August 17, 1984

Sik Han Soh

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 17, 1985

Ricardo Luis Actis
*Muna Ahmad Bakeer
Hashim Said Beano
Vicki Lynne Bohm
David William Braun
Kevin Peter Connolly
*Bassem Hassan Fakhoury
Bipin V Junnarkar
Adebisi Kehinde Kalejaiye

Jung Hyun Kang
Antonia Stasia Kersulis
Taimim Li
Kamel Makhlouf
*Mani Modale Mani
Farida Setiadi
Vasantha Raja Sural
Mark William Tesar

December 21, 1984

Meau Fatt Choong
Babatunde A Cole
Anne Marie Eschbacher
Suhail Hasan
Bruce Robert Marschall

James Aloysius O'Malley III
Jack Kendall Ort, Jr.
Mohsen M Sohi
Edward Val White

August 17, 1984

Thomas A Buhr
Gregory L Carroll

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND
MATHEMATICS

May 17, 1985

Xuru Ding
Randall Michael Hoven
Zuo-Feng Li
Barbara Jean Luedde
Christopher John Martens

Daniel Philip Maserang
Ryoji Okamoto
Roark David Weil
John Trent Wohlchlaeger

December 21, 1984

Charalambos Nicolas Gelegenisis
*Susan Rachel Misako Kurotsuchi

Christine Mikkelsen Parker
Dilip Vishwanth Sunthankar
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN AFFAIRS

May 17, 1985

Jennie Stratton DeVeaux
Michael Lewis Godec
Brian A McCann

Linda Cravens Thomas
Eric Keith Williams

December 21, 1984

Thomas A Medynski

August 17, 1984

Joseph Mitchell Cohen
Robert John Felekey

Christopher Paul Loreti

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

May 17, 1985

In Chemical Engineering
Amitava Bhattacharya
Chun-Yu Chen
Claudy Jean-Paul Mullon

In Computer Science
Kenneth F Wong

In Electrical Engineering
Costas N Georgiades
Timothy Joseph Holmes

In Mechanical Engineering
Luis Lorenzo

December 21, 1984

In Chemical Engineering
George Bamopoulos
Ehud Ganani

In Civil Engineering
Kamran Izadpanah

In Electrical Engineering
Rowan J Gilmore

In Mechanical Engineering
Timothy Wai Hung Ko

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Yi-Long Chen
Peiqing Huang
Zheng Zhou

August 17, 1984

In Chemical Engineering
Michael Robert Blaha

In Electrical Engineering
Sharaf Eldin Elnahas

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Patrick Roblin
Keh-Wen Lu
THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Candidates Presented by
CONSTANTINE EVANGELOS MICHAELIDES
Diploma of Architecture, M. Arch., Dean

CERTIFICATE
May 17, 1985

Thomas Paul Christman

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY
May 17, 1985

M David Frieberger
Joel Edward Gandt
Kevin J Groene
Gary Hulsey

Kathleen Mary Olson Kruse
Dennis Paul Lammert
Robert Kevin Powers
Brian Mark Zwick

December 21, 1984

Timothy Franklin Stewart

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
May 17, 1985

Nabila Bakli
James Edward Ballenger
Susan Ann Bolliger
Kevin Wallace Boyer
Osvaldo Anselmo Colón Rivera
Tami P Corthell
Daniel Jonathan Davies
Alan Brent DeHaan
Peter Arthur DiSabilitino
Philip Andrew Durham
Carl A Finer
Tom Frohlichstein
Michael Alan Griebel
Alene Cheri Hammerman
Marc Joseph Harary
Kristen Erica Hedberg
Risa Honig
Carol Susan Keiser

*Nora Ruth Klebow
Alkis L Koullis
Ming-Yi Lan
William Bradford Linton
Steven Eugene Loomis
G Alden Marsh
Helene Harris Mathis
Ammar Menter
Susan LaMoyne Morrow
Elaine A Newman
Ellen Sue Perko
*David Allen Runnels
Mary Elizabeth Sager
Susan McCurry Taylor
Rosario B Vilaregut
Gregory James Watson
Deirdre Anne Weeks

December 21, 1984

Robert Andrew Avchen
Ya-Tien Chuang
Jorge Diaz-Palacios
Laura Elterman
Angela Carole King
Chyan-Cheng Lin
Kenneth Dean Mitchell
Jose Fernando Muñoz R
*Patricia Ann Myler

*Milagros del V Quijada
Kyle Anthony St. Peter
Wen-Jay Sun
Chuan Cheng Wey
Paul Baker Woody
*Francis Ming-Hsi Wu
Bishr Jamil Zreiqat
Hana Jamil Zuraiqat
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN DESIGN
May 17, 1985
Jeffrey F Kenney
Ganesh Sathyan
*Stuart Ivan Seidman

December 21, 1984
*Milagros del V Quijada
August 17, 1984
Mazen Al-Ayoubi
Nadia Anis Alsayyad
Rajeev Kathpalia
Henry Nathan Miller

THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
May 17, 1985
Cara D Layne Adkins
Stephen Mark Alpart
Bryan Trevor John Balaba
Miguel Andres Barrios
Stacey Lee Bernstein
Pamela Dellette Bloodgood
David Scott Blumberg
Jerilyn Marie Bourland
Sanford Jay Boxerman
Sandra Eileen Briggs
Mary Jane Brodhecker
John Blair Brumley
Annie Chi
Eric Alan Compton
Carlos J Davila
John William Davis
Laura Claire Dehen
Arun H Dihemia
Antonia Andrea Figueiras
Suzanne Paula Frankel
Tammy Lynn Gallagher
David Neil Geier
Kenneth Greenberg
Pamela Sol Gubuan
Christine Ann Hasselbring
Michael Bruce Heifetz
Vanessa Marcella Holmes
John L Jenkins
Kenneth Jerome Johnson
James M Justice
Michael Joseph Kasen
Jon Howard Klapper
Alice Faye Kolodkin
Sandra Komala
Mark Kosofsky
Christine S Kurlandski
Pamela Ilene Lackritz
Helaine Jill Langenthal
Susan Mary Lavin
Gary Peter Levine
Todd Alan Levitt
Debra Susan Lewis
David Jeffrey Lustberg
Carolyn Beth Mash
Ralph L Maslan
Grant Alger Medlin
Mary Watson Mills
Vincent Joseph Nooney
James George Onder
Andrew Martin Parower
Robert Grant Pennell
Rodney David Pick
Teri Denine Plummer
Erica Ruth Ritzer
Mary Frances Roback
Amy Laura Rubin
José Antonio Sanchez-Kinghorn
Anneliese Marie Schaefer
Daniel Louis Schlapbach
Bob A Schneiderman
Henry Nelson Schwepppe III
Rebecca Lynn Semsker
Russell James Shaw

37
Laura Lynn Sheinbein
Anne L Shiraki
Christopher David Sliva
Levander Smith, Jr.
Michelle Rose Stern
Ralph Michael Stuckmeyer
Linda Lou Swaney

Diane Marie Thomas
Lamonte H Thomas
Donald Richard Wade
Kathy Laura Weber
Keith Arthur Wigington
Lisa Lynn Wohlsclaeger

December 21, 1984

William Justin Alverson
Marcia Ann Engebritson
Jennifer Walker Farrelly

Tynia Denise Richard
Kellie Burke Webb
Judith Ann Williams

August 17, 1984

Melisa Desperak
Walter Richard Hakenewert
Yolonda Renee Humphrey

Robert Kenneth Kerr
Kenneth Ray Schweiss

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 17, 1985

Thomas David Aiken
Jeffrey Randall Applebaum
*Paul Nelson Arrington
*Brian Thomas Bannister
Mark D Barbeau
Paul R Beedle
Thomas Bennett
Lino Max Berendson
Steven Jon Berger
Russell Joseph Bettlach
Scott Joseph Biehle
Kimberley K Bollinger
Gail May Borenstein
Richard Michael Borts
David J Bott
Clarence Kevin Bourne
Mark G Bredenkoepter
Harold Robert Brenner
John Michael Bresnahan
Bart John Brnjac
Stephen Barclay Broun
Peter Josef Buck
William Hugh Canney, Jr.
Millicent Ann Carlson
Mohan Chellaswami
Sandra Dianne Chik
William James Cibulka
Thomas Joseph Cini

John Joseph Clancy
Donna Ann Coleman
David G Cosby
Leslie Marvin Crouch
Leslie Ann Cutler
John F Danahy
Bernard Phillip Doering
Monique Danielle Duran
Tonia Edmonson
C Samuel Ehlers
Alaa-El-Din A El-Seisi
Frederick Stephen Epstein
Stephen M Erken
C Jerome Fabian
Cheryle Ann Feldman
*Douglas Andrew Fish
Stephen Jeffrey Fisher
Kathleen Ann Freitag
M Virginia Cinestra
Laura Eastman Gossage
Mark Thomas Grace
William Frank Grebenc
Linda Mary Haar
Chun Soo Ham
Charles Davis Hawker
Delori A Hawkins
Elizabeth Ann Henke
December 21, 1984

Joanne Magnus Boulton
Michael Dominic Brunetto
Richard Michael Davis
Lawrence William Dorr, Jr.
Gregory Thomas Gaschler
William Michael Greaher

James Clifford Permenter, Jr.
Nancy Jo Peterson
Edward Lee Poth
Amy Grace Potter
James Marc Preston
Lisa Ann Prlain
Maureen Carol Purdy
Jean L Rakay
Jan Karen Rosamond
Philip R Roth
Bryan Thomas Rule
*David Allen Runnels
*Frank Ryan
Anil Salpekar
John B Schranck
*Stuart Ivan Seidman
Daniel Joseph Shapiro
Paul Joseph Shaughnessy
Inderdeep Singh
Carla Jean Smith
*David Yale Smith
Drake William Smith
Tatiya Sosothikul
Andrew Richard Spann
John Raymond Stark, Jr.
Raymond Michael Steege
Steven Theodore Stull
Victoria Ann Szewczyk
Fred Thomson Taussig
Brian Michael Thiemann
Cynthia Bramlett Thompson
*Joseph Frederick Thompson, Jr.
Tamara Lynne Thornton
*Bryan Anthony Torcivia
*Robert Michael Trojan
David Llewellyn Trotman
Lewis C Vollmar, Jr.
Lucy K Wan
James Alan Watson
Lona Lea Wattenberg
Frank Reed Webb
Craig Alan Wernig
Michelle E Wiers
Jay Winsor Wilsey
*Carol Ann Winkelmann
Sandra Cheatham Wood
*Gregory Thomas Wozniak
James Richard Wylie

*Michael Francis Hickey II
Roy Edward Johansen
Beverly J Kobeissi
Dean Iver Lindstrom
Patricia Jo Nakaoki
Frank L Reynard
William Thomas Robards
Michael Joseph Roggi
Robert Vroman Sternberg, Jr.

August 17, 1984

Stephanie Brown
DiAnne D Carnes
Stephen DeCoursey
Elaine Best Demmler
Laurie Ann Frisella
Udo A Heinze
Gregory Neal Hoxworth

Bing Shing Dominic Tsui
Paula Jean Wilson
Nan-Horng Yeh

Peter Krouwer
Charles Howard McElroy
J Christopher Murray
Gary L Pahl
Margaret M Way
Paul Leslie Winslow

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
May 17, 1985

David G Nasser

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
Candidates Presented by
ROGER I. DESROSIEUS, B.F.A., M.F.A., Dean
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
May 17, 1985

Joseph Milan Ballay III
Paul Frederick Biedermann
Janet Lorene Briggs
Deborah Ann Brochstein
Marie Dolores Bufe
Curtis Franklin Caswell
David Huseh-Ai Chiow
Daniel R Cohen
Dianne Kay Congdon
Nancy Barbara Connors
Rory Greig Cunningham
Pamela Sue Deutschman
Stephanie Sue Farson
Mark Edward Fox
Jean Elizabeth Fujita
Patricia Anne Green
Karen Sue Hediger
Joey Edward Henderson
Cheryl Ann Herries
Mary Judith Hogan
Susan Leslie Howland
Roland Ben Iwahashi
John Frederick King

Thomas John Knechtel
Laura Catherine Knowlton
Charlotte E Lee
Debra Ann Lester
Theresa Liess
Naomi M K Lyum
Cathy L Meers
Michelle Anne Middendorf
Leslie Ann Miller
Gina Marie Minor
Lori Jean Neel
Teresa Dean Parks
Jeremy Christopher Postaer
Robin Lea Reaves
Susan Beth Reich
Vicki Luempert Rygiel
John Joseph Steger
Christina Ann Van Gilder
Cynthia Ann Vaughan
Judd Dirk Waddell
Mary Jean Wilson
Jon Masuo Yamashiro
Lih Min Tsai Yuan

December 21, 1984

Barbara Jeanne Featherston
Edward Brian Matthews

Lee Ann McGraw
August 17, 1984

Scott Wilson Blake
Ann Marie Esson

Donna June Farris
Keith Darrell Shepherd

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

May 17, 1985

David Lee Adams
Sergei I Davydov
Gregory Glen Edmondson
Robert Neal Friend
Suellen Johnson

Wendy Lisa Katz
Binh Quan Ngo
Nancy Scheinman-Wheeler
John Kevin Winters

December 21, 1984

Gerald Dwane Auten

Steve S Wolf

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Candidates Presented by
SHANTI KUMAR KHINDUKA, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

May 17, 1985

Barbara K Allan
Jasem Mohamed Ashkanani
Judith Marie Baldwin
Sharroin Jean Bartle
Jean Marie Blomquist
Dawn Marie Braisted
Alison Ann Brendle
Linda Susan Burstein
Sandra Sue Butler
Elizabeth Anne Cina
Meryl Jo Daskal
Carol Jean Dodgson
Wendy Sue Ellis
Arundhati Gogineni
Lynn M Gorski
Theresa Kiisiki John Kaijage
Roni Kaufmann
Dale Scot Klooster
Marcelline Evalyn Kogan
Jeanne Kay Krause-Taylor
Marcelle Doreen Kuhta
Winnie Wai-Ming Kung
Lorraine Claire Lander
David Kent Lee
Magaly Suzette Lee

*Robert Marc Levin
Edwina Faye Lewis
Renée Denise Lierz
Nirmala Matthews
Virginia Ready McKeel
Indrani Mookerjee
Lucy Ann Moyle
Dana Lyn Naumann
Marianne Litherland Oliphant
Rita A Parsonage
Andrew Robert Petti
Jan Plenke Rasmus
Kathleen A Rod
Tamar T Rosen
Surah Sidra Sarner
Lori Merl Schneider
Katherine C Sherrard
Javier I Simonovich
Sandra Marie Sittko
Diana June Soule
Martha Wade Steketee
Ann Louise Stout
Karen Lee Wood
Rhonda Lynn Zelcer
Sibongile Gladys Zondo-Sithole
December 21, 1984

Ibrahim Jassim Al-Ali
Nancy A Bowling
Sarah Cheung
Dolores Ann Corcoran
Carol Lynn Eckstein
Lisa Jean Ernst
Billie Ratliff Enbanks
Katherine E Fiedler
Susan Cornelcia Flavin
Diane Marion Gourley
Alan Ping-Tim Ko
Susan Beth Kohler
Ruth Emily Lytle-Barnaby

Anita Kay Martin
Judy Lynn Ranger
Patricia Susan Riley
Barbara Ellen Roach
Alynn Patricia Schmit
Young-Nim Shin
Sue Middleton Spann
Kim L Vonder Haar
Mary Dale Wachtel
Barbara Jean Wallace
Michelle Ellen Wasserman
Barbara Zawier

August 17, 1984

Kimberly Lee Anderson
Cheryl Denise Apperson
Yvonne Marie Barreto
Maria Luisa Diaz Benavente
Marlene B Bunnell
Emily S Ching
Anne Marie Dardis
Consuelo A De Prada
Brenda Marie Dunn
David Craig Ekin
Pamela Diane Hind

Pearl Johnson
Gerald LaMotte
Joanne Susi Mangelsdorf
Walker Richard Miles, Jr.
Carol A Mizerany
Claire Beth Nelson
Dave Larry Overstreet
Cornelia Noyes Perkins
Grace C Schwane Poertner
Gabrielle Rubin
Nancy Ann Suer

THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Candidates Presented by
FOREST HODGE O'NEAL, S.J.D., Dean

DOCTOR OF LAW

May 17, 1985

Wendi Sue Alper
Howard Bradley Altman
Terry Lynn Arnold
*Paul Nelson Arrington
Todd John Aschbacher
Robert Edwin Bachraich
Elizabeth Marie Bagdon
Robert Gregory Bailey
Bradley James Bakula
Douglas Michael Baron
James Donald Bass
Kevin Bradley Behrndt
Douglas Lloyd Berger
Richard Norman Bland
Lee Allison Bonine
Wayne R Brewster
Brian Nelson Brink
Gene Joseph Brockland
Lori Rae Broderick
Elizabeth Garnett Bruce
Elaine Grant Bryant
Michael David Burton
Cheryl A Callis

Debra Ann Carlson-Wood
Laurie Joyce Carroll
Michael Steven Cetina
John Michael Charnecki
Michael Chimtris
Nicholas J Chulos
Beth Ellen Clair
Steven M Cloh
Daniel J Conroy
Patricia Jeanne Cray
Joseph M Cullen
Jeffrey Peter De Jong
David J Deming
Elizabeth Moore Dietzmann
Andrew David Dillon
Elizabeth Anne DuBois
Steven Erich Ehlmann
Todd T Erickson
Mary Elizabeth Farrelly
*Bonnie Helfgott Fisher
Douglas Almon Fisher
Graydon John Forrer
Dudley William Von Holt
Pamela Jean von Soosten
Richard Joseph Vossler
Marc Steven Wallis
Torre Ann West
George Andrew Whiteley

Jill Maureen Wichelns
Jo Anne Sirmans Wilson
Joseph Douglas Wilson
Tammy F Wool
Amy Louise Ziegler

December 21, 1984

David Richard Bohm
Barbara Ann Crancer
Linda Ann Diehl
Jane Sheridan Geisse
Betty Jacqueline Littleton
Erik M Meeks

Mark Douglas Northrup
Kurt Stephen Schroeder
Doris Moody Warrings
Robert Frederick Westcott, Jr.
Judith Wagner Witzel
Peter Clark Woods

August 17, 1984

Bruce René Anderson
David William Duke
Calvin Leonard Fisher, Jr.
Lee Ann Gaede

*J Christopher Murray
Anne Butler Schmidt
Waite Phillips Stuhl

June 15, 1984

Robert Louis De Fer, Jr.
Elizabeth Mason

William D Seith
Audrey Powers Thornton

June 12, 1984

Jan Adam Zuckerman

MASTER OF LAWS

May 17, 1985

Sadie Ravonia Copeland
Charles Michael Finn
Robyn Rachael Gilliom
Joan I Glaser
Joseph Michael Gorman
Roger Milo Hibbits
J Randall Klein
James Allan Kutten
Leslye Guttenberg Laderman
David Charles Lanigan

Mitchell Irwin Lansky
Janette Massie Lohman
Carl D Lothman
Steven K K Lum
Sally J McKee
Harold Edwin Rainbolt
Rex Lorin Schaeffer
Carol Ann Schwab
Kimberly Ann Shaw

December 21, 1984

Brant Allan Bailey
James M Giacoma
Thomas Clifton Harris
Joseph Michael Miller

Phillip A Pillar
Ann F Snitzer
Felice Taub-Joyce

August 17, 1984

George Douros, Jr.
Harriet Louise Luzecky

George Conner Thomas III

June 15, 1984

Laura Lane Leathers
THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
GEORGE DEVER SELFRIDGE, D.D.S., Dean

DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE

May 17, 1985

cum laude

Gary Alan Flower

May 17, 1985

Timothy Lee Gutierrez

Keith Fletcher Anderson

Timothy Michael Meyer

Todd William Auerbach

Yoichiro Roy Miyamoto

Graydon Lee Ballard III

Christopher Lee Mjelde

Kenneth Brian Beckman

Todd Davis Morgan

Timothy Stephen Berger

Donald Len Muir

Jonathan Todd Bloch

Elizabeth Craft Nelson

Stephen Warren Bowen

Rosa Thien-Chau Nguyen

Barry Matthew Brown

Brian Keith Novak

Teresa Lynn Cartwright

Peter Charles Nyland

Dawn Marie Chang

Louise Pearson

Rosemary Chit Cheung

Fred Taylor Powers, Jr.

Victoria Anne Rhoden Cohen

Jeffrey Donald Pruett

Brian Allen Conway

Christina Marie Quigley

Lawrence Duffy

Ronald Edward Rankin

Stanford Hammond Durrant

Kerry Lynn Ransdell

Bert Felt Engstrom

David LeRoy Rich

Kim Freeman

Daniel Harold Rothermich

Daniel Earl French

Marshall Scott Ruby

Donald Paul Gutierrez

Frank Anthony Runco

William James Hartel

Ethan Joel Schuman

Arthur Hans Hess

Colin Simeon Shaw

Mark Thomas House

James Payton Smith

Ronnie Lee Hurley

Russell John Smith

Joseph Frank Iannone

Kerry Glen Snow

Koren Iwalani Tsukiko Ikeda

Michael Raymond Steffen

Denzel Dean Jines II

Steven Thompson Swagger

Cathy Joseph

Alexandra Ethel Shackelford Thomson

Vivian Jui

Maureen Mary Toal

Kevin James Lords

Ronald Lee Triplett

Joel Gary Luedeke

Randall Curtis Voss

Charles Reeves Lyon

Gary Brent West

Vincent Michael Malfitano

June Kleinfeld Wolff

Richard Karl-Mann

Bryan Marn Kong Wong

Douglas Tompkins Manning

Dennis Roy Wong

Wade Dee Martineau

Thomas Earl Woods

Charles Michael McConnell

Emory Kwan-Wei Young

 Rolfe Chadwick McCoy

August 17, 1984

Burton Edward Lorber
June 29, 1984

Jeffrey Clay Gilliam
Bruce William Howard
John Masao Koike

Richard Victor Ritter
Ross Edwin Swindlehurst
Stephen Joseph Vital

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ORTHODONTICS
June 29, 1984

Inayat Ahmad Ashai
Henry Rankin Dallam III
David Thomas Mohs

Kanok Sorathesn
Richard Duane Talbot
Robert Henry Thalgott

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
MORRIS KENTON KING, M.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
May 17, 1985

Mary Isabel Arnold
Paula Katharine Berman
Maryann Louise Bloomer
Robyn Renee Boddicker
Carye J Boltzman
Deborah Lucile Dinzebach
Julie Marie Greives
Mary Perkinson Jungewaelter
Kristy Kay Kirchhoff
Lisa Marie LaTurno

Suzanne Schultz Marolf
Beverly Ann Mize
Carla Cay Niemeyer
Rick L Oginsky
Mildred Rivera
Claire Elizabeth Skaggs
Jo-Ann H Tillinghast
Mary Etta Tubbs
Karen Elizabeth White
Stephanie Marie Young

December 21, 1984

Craig A Velozo

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
May 17, 1985

Margaret Buckley Barrett
O Jayne Bowman
Anne Phillips Hegberg
Terry Lynn Lewis-Ragins

Aimee J Luebben
Cynthia Kathryn Mueller
Katherine Ann Robertson

December 21, 1984

Jean Ann Kalscheur

August 17, 1984

Trudie K McInroy

Lynn Madras Schwaab
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
May 17, 1985

Timothy John Hoerner

December 21, 1984

Jane Frances Sordillo

October 12, 1984

 magna cum laude

Chris Holmgren Dahlberg
Joan Elizabeth Erkonen
Nancy Kay Fuglestad

Karen Nadine Lohmann
Cynthia Marie Ringel-Williams
Nancy Bloom Woolsey

cum laude

Brenda Lou Fedor
Nancy A Ferry
Jo-Ann L Garavaglia

Janet Lynn Van Beek
Heidi Welti

October 12, 1984

Christy Sue Anderson
Daniel John Arnold
Bonnie Elise Battock
Paula Jean Brown
Lorna Canavan
Jeffrey Chung
Beth Lori Direnfeld
Deborah Ann Franzen
Jane Marian Hall
Jean Ann Hillery
Sharon Denise Hollowell
John Arthur Kalogeris
Jennifer Gail King
Lisa Ann Laurenzo

Gail Anne Miles
Denise Lynn Mitchell
Kristie Denise Orup
Susan Anne Pereira
Harry E Rayhel
R Joseph Sansom
Janet Lea Seat
Shamsah Hasan Shidi
Catherine Anne Sprinkle
Leeann Stanley
Jack Edward Turman, Jr.
Kristen Kay Van Roy
Barbara Jean Vorwald
Jacqueline Dean Wrich

MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
May 17, 1985

William Wright Alcorn
Albert L Boulenger, Jr.
William Michael Carroll
John Meredith Chamberlain
Lawrence J Connors
Joyce Terry Cori
Carla Sue Dyer
Marcy Beth Elish
Marilyn Beth Entenok
Paul Stewart Farrow
Robert Lynn Ferguson
* Bonnie Helfgott Fisher
Michael David Greeley
Garry Kim Green
Kathleen Elizabeth Hanrahan
David M Honig
Kea Patrice Jones
Mark Theodore Lisy
John Joseph Lynch III

John P McGuire
Bradley Craig Montgomery
Linda Jean Mueller
Thomas Russell Peck
Mark Steven Prosperi
Elizabeth Ann Pulie
*Cameron David Ross
William Paul Senneff
Mark Simon Shaker
Michelle C Sobel
Bradford Scott Sturz
Leigh Ann Thallhimer
Teresa Ann Thorgren
Roy G Vinyard II
Nancy Turnbull Walters
Steven Kent Whitson
Judith Stevens Wooten
*Gregory Thomas Wozniak
December 21, 1984

Paul Steven Sams

Edward Wei-Tarng Lee

August 17, 1984

Connie K Siffring

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

May 17, 1985

Joseph Jackson Armistead
Alexander Patrick Auchus
Joseph Albert Awad
Michael A Azrin
Allen D Baudendistel
Lucille Brenda Belnick
Vera Elizabeth Bennett
Steven Robert Bergmann
Eric John Bersagel
Scott Edward Celin
Elise Sophia Chang
Thomas Sehoon Chang
Jeffrey M Cohen
Steven Mark Cohn
John Wayne Colberg
Gary Richard Collin
Mark Anthony Colombo
Sharon Elizabeth Coplen
Robert Bernard Darnell
Elisabeth Lucile Demonchaux
Lynette Durant-Stewart
Ann Morry El-Badry
Gregory Evans
Denise Louise Faustman
Mary Kay Floeter
Neville Finch Ford
Sharon Elaine Gaines
Barbara Anne Garner
Darren Ross Gitelman
Daniel Elliot Goldberg
Kenneth David Goldblum
Patrick Keith Griffith
Pamela Keller Grow
Kenneth Douglas Hale
Karen Johnson Halverson
Lewis Carl Halverson
Clifford Vincent Harding III
Christopher Dabney Heffner
Don L Helfer II
Jonathan Marc Hershey
Andrew Louis Himelstein
Elizabeth Ann Hingsbergen
David Kent Hopson
Bob Huppenbauer
Jill Suzanne Huppert
Anne Victoria Hutchison
Dorian Elaine Jankowski
Robert Michael Jarka
Michael Richard Jarvis
Corbin R Johnson
Sheila B Jones
Dennie Vance Jones, Jr.
Karl Wei-Han King
Marisa Sue Klein
Mitchell Alan Klein
Donn Craig Kleinschmidt
Alan Daniel Kritz
LeAnn Janet Larson
Steven Russell Lentz
Victor Daniel Lenzi
Sari Ruth Levine
Dianne Rae Levisohn
Sheldon Ellis Litwin
Susan Marie Locke
Herluf Cyde Lund, Jr.
Steven R Machlin
Mark Robert Magnusson
Yvonne Marie Manber
Karen Michelle Mathews
Edward Robert McCluskey
Christine Marie Melnyk
George Akowua Mensah
Dave Stanley Milstone
Scott Alan Mirowsitz
Robert Louis Mittl, Jr.
Heather Edwina Muchmore
Aurelia Nattiv
Ellis Jacob Neufeld
Douglas Louis Noordsy
Thomas John Nowotny
Conor William O'Neill
Gregory M Organ
Anthony Craig Pearlstone
Mary Jane Pennington
Sherrie Lynn Perkins
David Lee Pohl
Regina Besta
Joshua Alan Rokaw
Richard Rosenthal
Judith Ann Roth
Howard Andrew Rowley
Gregory William Rurik
Craig Martin Sande
Steven Michael Scates
Larry David Schertz
Thomas Dean Scholz

*Awarded Posthumously
Jeffrey David Sedlack
Michael Alan Shapiro
Robert Alan Sivier
Steven Craig Smart
Dean Wesley Steele
Richard Curtis Stern
John Kirwin Stevens, Jr.
Adrienne Patrice Strickland
Frances Roma Sun
Todd Victor Swanson
Leslie Steven Szeles
Grace Michele Tannin
Alan Nicholas Tenaglia
William Dean Thompson
Garry Stuart Tobin
*Richard Karl Vehe

Mereditas Santos Villanueva
Thuy-Lieu Thi Vo
Brian Edward Volck
Neil William Wangstrom
Blanche Evangeline Watson
Nancy Canter Weiner
Peter John Weiss
David Wade Whitting
Dennis Michael Willerford
Patricia Lee Winokur
Thomas L Wolford
Ella Hoy Wong
Megan Elizabeth Wren
Howard Mark Yerman
Jordan Spence Zuckerman

August 24, 1984

Jennifer Wray Cole

June 29, 1984

Mehmet Kaya Sila

June 4, 1984

Dale J Brent
PRIZES, AWARDS AND HONORS

ETHAN A. H. SHEPLEY AWARD

In recognition of leadership, scholarship and service to the University Community.

Alyson Theresa Cooke, Peggy Jean David, Steven Jon Lokensgard, Teri Denine Plummer, Mark William Segrist, Russell James Shaw

W. ALFRED HAYES AWARD

In recognition of student-athletes who by personal example have provided constructive leadership at Washington University.

R Scott Allen, Keith Wylie Gizzi, Joey Edward Henderson, Debra Susan Lewis

A. GWEN DOLYN DREW AWARD

In recognition of students with superior academic standing who have contributed positively to varsity sports.

Mark Howard Drazner, Laura Ann Vrlenich

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Admussen Prize, Tracy Elizabeth Christopher

Black Honors for Academic Achievement, David Ross Anderson, Christine Hasuki Brown, Clairmonte Oliver Cappelle, Alyson Theresa Cooke, Anthea Joanna Daniels, Kelcin Gorrell, Yolanda Rene Gray, Frances Audrette Merriweather, Lisa Michelle Moore, Cynthia Renee Morrison, Karen Theresa Peairs, Henry B Pickens, Anthony Dell Thomas, John Philip Williford

Antoinette Frances Dames Awards:

Music, Kenneth Love Lehmann

Political Science, Margo Kay Buehler

Central Institute for the Deaf, Anita Lee Johnson, Gregory Ross Leigh

Dramatics Club Prize, Louisa Wenzil Foster

William Edward Burghart DuBois Award, Henry B Pickens

Margaret Ewing Prize, Janet Lynn Metz

J. Walter Goldstein Prize in History, Katherine Ruth Narveson, Charles Louis Zelden

Robert J. Greef Award, Katherine Ruth Narveson

John G. Jutkowitz Memorial Fund Prize, Tracy Lynne Wise

Arnold J. Lien Prize in Political Science, Margo Kay Buehler

Norma Lowry Memorial Poetry Prize, Timothy Andrew Cox

Hyman Meltzer Undergraduate Award, Laurie Anne Roemmele

John M. Olin Prize for Excellence in Economics, Richard Elliott Rochman

Pi Mu Epsilon and Ross Middlemiss Prize, Susanna Leslie Southard

Putnam Exam Prize, William Harold Paulsen, Richard Andrew Stong

John C. Sowden Prize in Chemistry, Richard Andrew Stong

Marian Smith Spector Prize in Biology, Tri Van Nguyen

Harrison Dailey Stalker Book Prize, Matthew Alan Rieth

Tavenner Prize in Classics, Susanna Leslie Southard

Weltin Prize in Ancient History, Keith Allen Candidotti

Carter G. Woodson Award, Henry B Pickens
UVVERSITY COLLEGE

Certificate Honors

Marilyn Louise Johannes
Mary Ann Ohms

Georgia Louise Seitz Schefft
Gerlean Smith

Dean's Award for Academic Excellence, Lawrence Elwood Dollinger

Final Honors

Roland Edward Burgess
Casey Eugene Carlton
Richard Wood Carroll
Michael Gerard Curran
Lawrence Elwood Dollinger
Linda Webber Gambill
Anne E Gronemeyer
Cynthia Kay Hammond
Beverly Jean Inmler
Diane Jean Intfeld
Donna Marie Klunk
Terry Teh-Su Lin
James Farrell McLaughlin
Henrietta L Meier
Marva Louise Mizelle
Carl Michael Mueller
Jane M Musselman

Geoffrey Steven Nash
Cynthia A Neal
Elizabeth Lindsay Pond
Frank Paul Prager
Karen Lee Reeves
Laura L Rimmer
Betty Louise Salpekar
Doris Carmen Sturzenberger
Carol J Thaxton
Jeanmarie Themes
Ellen Jane Tipsword
Chien-Ming Tu
Marsha Lee Vancil
Susan Elise Klein Wanner
Patricia Ann Willeke
Rebecca Lynn Winn
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
(ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY)

Certificate Honors

Arthur Bruce Kisslinger
Nancy Lee Shackelford

James Robert Twellman

Final Honors

Somnuk Charnond
Steven Kenneth Ott

Warren Richard Sauer
Clint Robert Williams

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Andre George Aoude
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award (1984)

Brian Thomas Bannister
BETA GAMMA SIGMA—Honor Society for Business Administration (1985)

Harold Vincent Barron

Darian Lee Bebout
The Hermann F. Spoehrer Scholarship (1984)

Vicki Lynne Bohm
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award (1982)

Maura Anne Bonnarens
The Civil Engineering Departmental Outstanding Senior Award (1985)
The Civil Engineering Departmental Outstanding Junior Award (1984)

Darryl Craig Bonner

George Charles Buckbee, Jr.
The Dow Chemical Company Outstanding Junior Chemical Engineering Award (1984)
The Lowy Enterprises Engineering Scholarship (1984)

Bradley Winston Cain
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award (1983)

Robert Yeakley Cannon
The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship (1985, 1984)

Roger Dean Chamberlain
The Computer Science Departmental Award for Academic Excellence (1985)

Cathy Lynn Collins

Elizabeth Morrow Cooper

Paul Stephen Coupey
The Western Electric Company Scholarship (1985, 1984)

Kenneth Charles Cox
The Computer Science Departmental Award for Academic Excellence (1985)
The Russell R. Pfeiffer Memorial Scholarship for Outstanding Junior (1984)
The Eugene W. Lohman Scholarship (1984)
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award (1983)
Scott William Crimmins
  The Warren K. Begeman Memorial Scholarship (1985)
Michael William Cross
John William Cuthbertson
  The American Telephone and Telegraph Information Systems Award (1985)
  The Hermann F. Spoehrer Scholarship (1984)
Timothy Jay Delamatre
  The TAU BETA PI—Personal Achievement Award (1985)
  The Jerome J. Specter Memorial Scholarship (1985)
  The Ross and Baruzzini Scholarship (1984)
Steven Wayne Duewer
  The Hermann F. Spoehrer Scholarship (1984)
David Michael Elke
  The Eugene Monnig Scholarship (1985, 1984)
Robert Elkin
  The Brunson Construction Company Scholarship (1985, 1984)
  The Harold D. Jolley Scholarship (1983)
Elizabeth Ann Erickson
  The Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics Award in Applied Mathematics (1985)
Kevin R. Fenster
Douglas Andrew Fish
Allen Russell Fowkes
  The Helen E. Schmoeller Scholarship (1984)
Richard Allen Gallaher
  The Western Electric Company Scholarship (1984, 1983)
Kim E. Gardner
  American Society of Civil Engineers Outstanding Civil Engineering Student Award (1985)
Kevin James Gartz
  The Electrical Engineering Departmental Outstanding Senior Award (1985)
  The Unidynamics Corporation Scholarship (1985)
  The UMC Industries Foundation Scholarship (1984)
  The Antoinette Frances Dames Award (1983)
Kevin David Gillis
Marlene Elaine Gladstone
  The Richard D. and Alice W. Dunlop Scholarship (1985)
Adriane Marie Claraton
  The Saint Louis-San Francisco Railroads Scholarship (1983)
Noah Daniel Glick
  Vladimer Anastosoff Scholarship (1985, 1984)
Gary Lee Gray
Daniel L Greenberg
  The Spirit of Saint Louis Chapter, Electronic Representative Association Scholarship (1985, 1984)
Joseph Vernon Gresh
Shannon Elizabeth Grossman
  The Alcoa Foundation Scholarship (1985, 1984)
Veronica Marie Hausner
  The Civil Engineering Departmental Outstanding Senior Award (1985)
  The Civil Engineering Departmental Outstanding Junior Award (1984)
  The Herbert E. Howell Memorial Scholarship (1985, 1984)
Brian Leonard Hoelscher
  The Harold D. Jolley Scholarship (1982)
Darren Allen Houghton
Gennell Anita Jefferson
  OMICRON DELTA KAPPA—National Leadership Honorary for Seniors (1985)
  BLACK HONORS—for Academic Achievement (1984)
  NACME Scholarship (1983, 1982)
Scott Norman Jochimsen
Carl Alan Kaplan
  The CECCO Scholarship (1985, 1984)
Steven Francis Karasek
  The Computer Science Departmental Special Award for Participation in Regional and National Scholastic Program Contest (1985)
Earl Paul Karlin
  Earl and Doris Bumiller Scholarship (1985, 1984)
Cameron Jay Kaszas
  The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Outstanding Senior Award (1985)
Mary Ann Kelly
Julie Ann Kesner
  The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Outstanding Senior Award (1985)
  MORTAR BOARD—National Honor Society for Seniors (1985)
Scott Tyler King
Teik Guan Kuan
  The Antoinette Frances Dames Award (1983)
Susan Rachel Misako Kurotsuchi
  The Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics Chapter Award in Applied Mathematics (1985, 1984)
Keith LaChance
  The Herman F. Spoehrer Scholarship (1984)
Rodney Allan Laird
James Lawrence Long
James W. H. Marsh
  The Hermann F. Spoehrler Scholarship (1984)
David Carl Matthews
  The Western Electric Company Scholarship (1985, 1984)
Anthony DeWayne Meadows
  BLACK HONORS—for Academic Achievement (1985, 1984)
  The ESF Scholarship (1982)
Jennifer Lisbeth Methlie
  The Erwin C. Hoelscher Outstanding Senior Award (1985)
  The Mechanical Engineering Departmental Gustav Mesmer Memorial Fellowship (1984)
  Allison Prize (1984)
Darrel Robert Moore
Wade William Moran  
Mozel Chemical Products Company Scholarship (1984)

Dawn Marie Morrison  
The Norman L. Krause Scholarship (1985, 1984)

Eric Bismarck Muehrcke  
The Computer Science Departmental Award for Contribution to the  
Association for Computing Machinery (1985)  
BETA GAMMA SIGMA—Honor Society for Business Administration (1985)

Patricia Ann Myler  

Michael Barry Nathenson  
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA—National Leadership Honorary for Senior (1985)  

Michael Patrick O’Connell  
American Telephone and Telegraph Company Award (1985)  

Mark Andrew Ottenberg  
The Lucy and Stanley Lopata Scholarship (1985, 1984)

Michael John Petry  

Michael Sanchez Radovan  
The Procter and Gamble Chemical Engineering Scholarship (1985, 1984)

Miriam Rebecca Rosen  
The Civil Engineering Departmental Outstanding Senior Award (1985)  
The Civil Engineering Departmental Outstanding Junior Award (1984)

Keith Joseph Rosenthal  

Frank Ryan  
The Joseph P. Razek Prize (1984)

Dennis R Sanger  
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding  
Junior (1984)

Steven James Schmadeke  

Laurel Jane Schultz  
The Joseph Puleo Memorial Scholarship (1985, 1984)

Mark William Segrist  
The Lester M. Abbott Scholarship (1985, 1984)

John David Seitz  
The Ralph L. Cook Scholarship (1985, 1984)

Edward Keith Simpson  

Douglas Earl Smith  
The WUTA Corporation Scholarship (1985, 1984)

Roy Muljadi Soetikno  
The Meritorious Achievement Award, Saint Louis Section, American Institute  
of Chemical Engineering (1985)  
The Chemical Council of Greater Saint Louis Outstanding Junior Chemical  
Engineering Award (1984)  
Antoinette Frances Dames Award (1983)

Annette Nicole Sutera  
Allison Prize (1985)  
Dean’s Award for Exceptional Academic Achievement (1985)  
Mechanical Engineering Departmental ASME Outstanding Senior Award (1984)  
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award (1983)
Harvey Carl Taub
Matthew Mark Thomas
Paul Volkening Torek
   Engineering and Policy Departmental Senior Award for Academic Achievement (1985)
Andy Hung Vu Tran
   The SEMCOR Scholarship (1985)
   The Proctor and Gamble Scholarship (1984)
Michael Donald Walters
   The Southwestern Bell Telephone Company Scholarship (1985, 1984)
Mary Frances Wessling
   The Computer Science Departmental Award for Contribution to the Student Chapter of the Association for Computing Machinery (1984)
   MORTAR BOARD—National Honorary for Senior (1984)
Ross MacDonald Whitehead
Nancy Kay Whittenmore
   American Institute of Chemical Engineers, Saint Louis Section, Outstanding Achievement Award (1985)
   OMICRON DELTA KAPPA—National Leadership Honorary for Seniors (1985)
   The National American Institute of Chemical Engineers Outstanding Sophomore Award (1983)
Edwin Joseph Wild
Kirk David Williams
   The Marchand-Gillespie Scholarship (1985, 1984)
Carol Ann Winkelmann
   BETA GAMMA SIGMA—Honor Society for Business Administration (1985)
John Trent Wohlschlaeger
   American Telephone and Telegraph Information Systems Laboratories Award (1985)
Neal Ziring
   The Computer Science Departmental Award for Professional Excellence (1985)
Mark Steven Zobel
   Allison Prize (1985)
Paul Jeffrey Zucker
   The Saint Louis Electrical Board Award (1985)
Jeffrey Scott Zwibelman
   The Saint Louis Electrical Board Award (1985)
   The Edmond S. Bauer Scholarship (1985, 1984)

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

   Alpha Rho Chi Award, Swan La Moyne Morrow
   American Institute of Architects Medal, Steven Eugene Loomis
   Certificate of Merit, Kevin Wallace Boyer
   Association of Women in Architecture and Allied Arts, Alene Cheri Hammerman
   School of Architecture Faculty Award to Outstanding Undergraduate, Timothy Louis Witzig
   Frederick Widmann Prize in Architecture, Kevin Wallace Boyer
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THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
AND THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Advertising Club of St. Louis Award, Monique Danielle Duran
American Marketing Association of St. Louis, Jean L. Rakey
Black Honors for Academic Achievement, Vanessa Marcella Holmes, Teri Denine Plummer
William Edward Burghart DuBois Award, Teri Denine Plummer
Financial Executives Institute Award, John L. Jenkins
Hewlett-Packard MBA Award, Sanford Jay Boxerman
John Wayne Latchum Memorial Award, Nancy Jo Peterson
Lindell Trust Co. Prize in Banking and Finance, Michelle Rose Stern
Isidor Loeb Leadership Prize, Russell James Shaw
Francois Dominque Toussaint L'Overturer Award, Vanessa Marcella Holmes
MBA Scholar Award, Laura Eastman Gossage, Linda Mary Haar
Missouri Society of CPA Award, Mary Frances Roback
Hiram Neuwoehner Prize, Kathleen Ann Freitag
Wall Street Journal Award, Bryan Trevor John Balaba, Laura Eastman Gossage

Alpha Mu Alpha Marketing Honorary Initiates . . . Undergraduates:
Rodney David Pick, Teri Denine Plummer, Russell James Shaw, Kathy Laura Weber
MBA's: Mark D. Barbeau, Stephen DeCourcy, Monique Danielle Duran
Kathleen Ann Freitag, Gregory Neal Hoxworth, Janet Mercer Jones, Peter Krouwer,
Andrew James Oliner, Jean L. Rakey

Beta Gamma Sigma Initiates . . . Undergraduates: Pamela Dellette Bloodgood,
Sanford Jay Boxerman, John L. Jenkins, Jon Howard Klapper, Susan Mary Lavin,
James George Onder, Rodney David Pick, Teri Denine Plummer,
Mary Frances Roback, Henry Nelson Schweppie III, Russell James Shaw,
Michelle Roe Stern, Kellie Burke Webb

MBA's: Brian Thomas Banister, Richard Michael Borts, Mark G. Bredenkoetter,
Harold R. Brenner, John Michael Bresnahan, Millicent Ann Carlson,
John Joseph Clancy, John F. Danahy, Monique Danielle Duran,
Charles Russell Eggert, Kathleen Ann Freitag, Laura Eastman Gossage,
Mark Thomas Grace, Linda Mary Haar, Tom Murphy Horlacher,
Gregory N. Hoxworth, Cynthia Rawlings Irons, Janet Mercer Jones, Peter Krouwer,
Mitchell E. Nichter, Andrew James Oliner, James Marc Preston, Jean L. Rakey,
William Thomas Robards, Jan Karen Rosamond, Philip R. Roth, Frank Ryan,
Paul Joseph Shaughnessy, Raymond Michael Steege, Steven Theodore Stull,
Victoria Ann Szewczyk, Lewis C. Vollmar, Jr., Carol Ann Winkelmann,
Paul Leslie Winslow

Highest Honors
Sanford Jay Boxerman

High Honors
Pamela Dellette Bloodgood
Jon Howard Klapper
Russell James Shaw
Michelle Rose Stern

Honors
Kenneth Greenberg
John L. Jenkins
Susan Mary Lavin
James George Onder
Rodney David Pick
Teri Denine Plummer
Mary Frances Roback
Henry Nelson Schweppie III
Kellie Burke Webb
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THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Grace M. Bell Art Scholarship Award, Dianne Kay Congdon
Thomas R. Blow Scholarship Award, Michelle Anne Middendorf, Teresa Dean Parks
William Fett Drawing Prize, Mary Judith Hogan, Jeremy Christopher Postaer
Hazel Goetsch Art Award, Thomas John Knechtel
Mary Cowan Harford Prize in Watercolor, Christine Ann Van Gilder
Kellwood Foundation Scholarship Award in Fashion Design, Judd Dirk Waddell
Eliza McMillan Award, Mark Edward Fox, Jean Elizabeth Fujita,
Laura Catherine Knowlton, Lori Jean Neel, Teresa Dean Parks,
John Joseph Steger, Jon Masuo Yamashiro
Ruth Kelso Renfrow Art Club Scholarship Award, Mark Edward Fox
Paul Robeson Award, Joey Edward Henderson, Gina Marie Minor
Julia Mary and Charlotte Elizabeth Secor Award, Dianne Kay Congdon,
Debra Ann Lester
Irving L. Sorger Memorial in Fashion Design Award, Rory Greig Cunningham
Helen Wolff Shops Prize, Rory Greig Cunningham, Judd Dirk Waddell
Edmund Henry Wuerpel Scholarship, Jeremy Christopher Postaer
Richard W. Frazier Scholarship Fund, Joseph Milan Ballay III
Bernie Fuchs Scholarship, Teresa Dean Parks

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Alumni Scholarship, Barbara Ellen Roach
Dean's Fellowship, Nancy A Bowling, Wendy Sue Ellis, Lucy Ann Moyle
Faculty Scholarship, Dolores Ann Corcoran
Holloway Scholarship, Kathleen A Rod
Sydney and Sylvia Jacobs Scholarship, Rhonda Lynn Zelcer, Marcelle Doreen Kuchta
JCCA Trustees Community Achievement Award, Barbara K Allan
David Rabinovitz Fellowship, Robert Marc Levin
Alfred V. Taylor Fellowship, Judith Marie Baldwin
Benjamin E. Youngdahl Fellowship, Andrew Robert Petti
THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Alumni Association Prize, Pamela Schmidt Greer
Judge Samuel M. Breckinridge Prize: First Prize, Andrew David Dillon
Second Prize, Christopher Edward Hartmann
The Breckinridge Scholarship Prize: First Prize, Joseph Douglas Wilson
Second Prize, Robert Edwin Bacharach
Charles Wendell Carnahan Prize, Bradley Jay Gans
Dan Carter-Earl Tedrow Memorial Award: Christopher Edward Hartmann,
Harold Allen Goldsmith
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award, Marc B Fried
The Jack Garden Humanitarian Award, Morris Gray Smith
Mary Collier Hitchcock Prize, Robert Edwin Bacharach
Judge Amandus Brackman Moot Court Prize: Richard Norman Bland,
Fred Lawrence Shuchart

Milton F. Napier Trial Award, Judith Wagner Witzel
The Order of Barristers: Robert Edwin Bacharach, Richard Norman Bland,
Debra Ann Carlson-Wood, John Michael Charnecki, Andrew David Dillon,
Christopher Edward Hartmann, Lisa Ellyn Lazan, John Marc Russo,
Fred Lawrence Shuchart, Sarah Elizabeth Siehl
The Order of the Coif: Robert Edwin Bacharach, James Donald Bass,
Michael Chimitris, Bradley Jay Gans, Pamela Schmidt Greer,
Lolla Margaret Harrison, James Gray Kattelmann, Becky Sensenian Lewis,
Carl James Lumley, Curtis Lewis Marsh, Alphonse McMahon,
Mitchell Edward Nichter, Paul Joseph Puricelli, David Monro Souders,
Fred Lawrence Shuchart, Julie Ann Sunshine, Sherry L Vernon,
Jill Maureen Wichels, Joseph Douglas Wilson
Scribes, Robert Harris Solomon

THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

The Academy of Dentistry for the Handicapped Award, Rolfe Chadwick McCoy
Academy of General Dentistry Award, Koren Iwalani Tsukiko Ikeda
The Academy of Operative Dentistry Award, Charles Reeves Lyon
Alpha Omega Award, Timothy Lee Gutierrez
Alpha Omega Certificate Award, Jonathan Todd Bloch
American Academy of Dental Radiology Certificate, Jonathan Todd Bloch
American Academy of Gold Foil Operators Certificate, Russell John Smith
American Academy of Oral Medicine Award, Koren Iwalani Tsukiko Ikeda
American Academy of Oral Pathology, William James Hartel
American Academy of Periodontology Award, Rosemary Chit Cheung
American Association of Endodontists Certificate, Kim Freeman
American Association of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons Award, Timothy Lee Gutierrez
American Association of Orthodontists Award, Teresa Lynn Cartwright
American Association of Women Dentists Award, Teresa Lynn Cartwright,
Koren Iwalani Tsukiko Ikeda
American College of Stomatologic Surgeons Award, Charles Reeves Lyon
American Dental Society of Anesthesiology, Gary Alan Flower
American Society of Dentistry for Children Award—Ronnie Lee Hurley
Marshall Scott Ruby

Richard Bengel Acknowledgment Award for Crown and Bridge, Ronnie Lee Hurley
Richard Bengel Acknowledgment Award for Periodontics, Gary Alan Flower
Block Drug Essay Contest, Daniel Harold Rothermich
Otto Brandhorst Leadership Award, Stephen Warren Bowen
Anna Bredall Awards—Bert Felt Engstrom
Gary Brent Wiest
Delta Sigma Delta Award, Gary Alan Flower
Delta Sigma Delta Scholarship Cash Award, Stephen Warren Bowen
Dentsply International Merit Award, Koren Iwalani Tsukiko Ikeda
Pierre Fauchard Academy Award, Gary Alan Flower
Edward R. Hart Award, Christopher Lee Mielde
International College of Dentists Award, Dennis Roy Wong
Xi Psi Phi W. E. Koch, Jr. Award, Arthur Hans Hess
The C. V. Mosby Awards: Endodontics, Koren Iwalani Tsukiko Ikeda
Pathology, Timothy Lee Gutierrez
Pedodontics, Bert Felt Engstrom
National Board Awards: Highest Overall Average Part I—Victoria Anne Rhoden Cohen
Highest Individual Score Part I—Victoria Anne Rhoden Cohen, William James Hartel,
Highest Individual Score Part II—Victoria Anne Rhoden Cohen,
Yoichiro Roy Miyamoto, Daniel Harold Rothermich
Ishiyaku Euro-America Award, Stanford Hammond Durrant
Quintessence Awards:
Clinical Achievement in Restorative Dentistry, Stanford Hammond Durrant
Clinical Achievement in Periodontics, Thomas Earl Woods
Washington University Dental Alumni Association Prize, Timothy Lee Gutierrez
J.D. White Award, Teresa Lynn Cartwright
Xi Psi Phi Anatomy Prize, Thomas Earl Woods
Xi Psi Phi Scholarship Award, Timothy Lee Gutierrez
Omicron Kappa Upsilon: Stephen Warren Bowen, Teresa Lynn Cartwright,
Gary Alan Flower, Timothy Lee Gutierrez,
Wade Dee Martinneau, Yoichiro Roy Miyamoto,
Jeffrey Donald Pruiett, Steven Thompson Swager,
Thomas Earl Woods

THE OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY PROGRAM
With Distinction
O Jayne Bowman
Carye J Boltzman
Suzanne Schultz Marolf
Beverly Ann Mize
Mildred Rivera
MOTA Scholarship, Beverly Ann Mize

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM
Final Honors
Marilyn Beth Entenok
John P McGuire
Thomas Russell Peck
Judith Stevens Wooten
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Alpha Omega Alpha Book Prize, Robert Louis Mittl, Jr.
American Medical Women's Association, Inc. Scholarship Achievement Citations, Sharon Elizabeth Coplen, Anne Victoria Hutchison, Dianne Rae Levisohn
Alexander Berg Prize in Microbiology and Immunology, Denise Louise Faustman, Richard Rosenthal
Jacques J. Bronfenbrenner Award, Robert Louis Mittl, Jr.
Richard S. Brookings Medical School Award, Ella Hoy Wong
Robert Carter Medical School Award, Alan Nicholas Tenaglia
George F. Gill Prize in Pediatrics, Anne Victoria Hutchison
Alfred Goldman Book Prize in Diseases of the Chest, Regina Resta
Ishiyaku-Piccin Book Award, Conor William O'Neill
John E. Kirk Scholastic Award, Sharon Elizabeth Coplen, Robert Louis Mittl, Jr.
Louis and Dorothy Kovitz Senior Award in Surgery, Dennis Michael Willerford
Lange Medical Publication Award, Lucille Brenda Belnick, Kenneth David Goldblum
Irwin Levy Prize in Neurology and Neurological Surgery, Howard Andrew Rowley
Medical Fund Society Prize in Medicine, Steven Mark Cohn
Edward Massie Prize in Excellence in Cardiology, Victor Daniel Lenzi
Medical Fund Society Prize in Surgery, Todd Victor Swanson
Merck Manual Award, Richard Curtis Stern, Peter John Weiss, Patricia Lee Winokur
Missouri State Medical Association Award, Alan Daniel Kritz
C. V. Mosby Book Awards, Barbara Anne Garner, Darren Ross Gitelman, Christopher Dabney Heffner
St. Louis Internist's Club Award, Steven Russell Lentz
St. Louis Pediatric Society Prize, Marisa Sue Klein
Sandoz Award in Psychiatry, Howard Andrew Rowley
Sidney I. Schwab Prize in Psychiatry, Michael Richard Jarvis
John R. Smith Memorial Fund Award, Steven Robert Bergmann
Samuel D. Soule Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Anthony Craig Pearlistone
Upjohn Achievement Award, Garry Stuart Tobin
Hugh M. Wilson Award in Radiology, Larry David Schertz, Ella Hoy Wong
James Henry Yalem Prize in Dermatology, Dianne Rae Levisohn
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiates: Steven Mark Cohen, Sharon Elizabeth Coplen, Bill Bates Daily, Jr., Timothy William Frost, Barbara Anne Garner, Daniel Elliot Goldberg, Kenneth David Goldblum, Christopher Dabney Heffner, Anne Victoria Hutchison, Robert Michael Jarka, Alan Daniel Kritz, Steven Russell Lentz, Dianne Rae Levison, Robert Louis Mittl, Jr., Ellis Jacob Neufeld, Anthony Craig Pearlistone, Larry David Schertz, Todd Victor Swanson, Alan Nicholas Tenaglia, Peter John Weiss, David Wade Whiting, Dennis Michael Willerford
COMMISSIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The following candidates will be commissioned by Lieutenant Colonel Frederick W. McCoy, Jr., United States Army, Professor of Military Science.

UNITED STATES ARMY
Issued by the Secretary of the Army
SECOND LIEUTENANT, REGULAR ARMY
*George Edward Cone, Jr.  *Steven Jon Lokensgard

SECOND LIEUTENANT, ARMY RESERVE
*John Robert Dacey  Frederick Ernest Urben II
Kenneth Jerome Johnson  Cynthia Lee Vaught
Tammy Vanessa Miller

*Distinguished Military Graduate (Army)

Army commissioning ceremony will be conducted in Graham Chapel at 2:00 p.m., May 17, 1985. In the event of rain, the ceremony will be held at 3:15 p.m. The public is invited.

The following candidates will be commissioned by Colonel Raymond P. Massie, Jr., United States Air Force, Detachment 207 Commander

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Issue by the Secretary of the Air Force
SECOND LIEUTENANT, AIR FORCE RESERVE
Gary Michael Ahrens  William Curtis Simon
John Bruce Dowden  Daniel James Smith
Elizabeth Ann Erickson  Michael Edward Van Valkenburg
David Ernest Gohlke  Debra Ann Zahniser
Robert Hansen Redus

Air Force commissioning ceremony will be conducted in Cupples II, Room 215 at 1:00 p.m. on May 17, 1985. In the event of rain, the ceremony will be held at 2:30 p.m. The public is invited.
Presentation Receptions

Immediately following the Commencement Exercises, the deans of the various divisions will be holding a series of receptions when diplomas will be individually distributed. Brunch will be available for members of the graduating class, their families and friends.

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
The area on the north side of Graham Chapel— in the event of rain, Holmes Lounge

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Women’s Building Lounge

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Southeast Terrace of Brookings Hall— in the event of rain, January Hall, Room 110

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
The lawn south of Lopata— in the event of rain, Lopata Gallery

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Givens Hall

THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Edison Theatre and the Bowles Plaza in Mallinckrodt Center

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
Steinberg Auditorium

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
Brown Auditorium and Brown Lounge

THE SCHOOL OF LAW
Graham Chapel and the Seeley G Mudd Informal Lounge

THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
The Clarion Hotel

THE PROGRAM IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
The Mayfair Hotel

THE HEALTH ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM
Moore Auditorium on the Medical School Campus

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
The Chase Park Plaza Hotel
Dear Alma Mater, Thy name is sweet to me.
Those days of youth which All of us spent with thee

Our hearts are all for thee Fair Washington.
Form a dear history, Fair Washington.

Thy halls shall honored be Throughout this great country
Could they renewed be, We'd live our days with thee

For all eternity, Our Washington.
For all eternity, Our Washington.
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Balloon Design and Celebration Effects by Paul Bryant, Class of '84